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• Special Session Will Deal With
Pocketbook Issues, Officials Say
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By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
The December extraordinary session
of Kentucky General Assembly will be
dealing with proposals close to the
pocketbooks of Kentuckians.
That was the general agreement of
ogicials who talked Monda_y About
Kentucky U. Gov, Thelma Stovall's
bombshell call last Friday for a special
session.
State Rep. Kenneth "Kenny" Imes of
Murray, State Sen. Richard Weisenberger of Mayfield, Calloway County
Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller and
First District Congressnan Carroll
Hubbard all agree there are farreaching political implications behind
the lieuteltant governor's call.
An acknowledged candidate for the
Democratic nomination for governor
next spring, Mrs. Stovall surprised just
about everyone except her closest
advisers Friday by calling the session
while Governor Julian Carroll was out
of the state.
Among Mrs. Stovall's proposals is the
elimination of the five percent sales tax
from fuel- and water bills, the cutting of
some minor traffic fines by $15,
strengthening the power of the attorney
general's office to contest utility rate
hikes (another proposal calls for the
Public Service Commission to hold
hearings before granting rate increases) and freezing individual
property taxes.
Rep. Imes said late Monday afternoon that he wasn't surprised with
theca for a special session, but "I was
astonished at liee--(11:-Gatv. Stovall)
giving the call."
"I've been after Gov. Carroll to call
one for a inwith or mote.I huTtalked
with him about it prior to this thing. I
know Richard Lewis had," Imes said.
Lewis, a former executive staff
=amber of Carroll's and a candidate
for the Democratic nomination for
lieutenant governor,earlier called for a
session to deal with state income taxes.
Imes said he and J.R. Gray of Benton
sponsored a Similar utility rate
measure to that of IA. Gov. Stovall's
during the least General Assembly.
Weisenberger, talking from his offices in Mayfield, said Monday that he
hadn't anticipated a special session.'
"My initial reaction to the utility tax
proposal itself is that it doesn't help the
person we want to help the most Now
you take a person who burns firewood
in a low income situation. His bill may
not be but $15 whereas a person who has
a mansion might pay $300 a month.
That perion will get the most help. I
think if we have ovr-revenue, we
might look around for a different type
of tax relief that might benefit a
broader spectrum of people. But I can
assure you that in this special session
there will be substantial tax relief.
Miller, who says he'll chair Stovall's
statewide run for the governor's chair,
disclaims credit for urging the
lieutenant governor to call the session.

Previous legislatures have exempted
"She advised me about it but she's
groceries, medicine and farm products
the chief and Leary (Joe Leary of
from the sales tax. Their rationale for
Frankfort, another close adviser to
exempting those items was that they
Stovall) and I are just Indians," Miller
were necessities that everyone had to
quipped
have. Under the same rationale, maybe
Miller agreed the topics Mrs. Stovall
sales taxes should be exempted from
has • picked have local significance.
."
"I'm tia well aware of what has_bair—your- water-and heat
pened-rocally with the jail situation, the
Imes said passage of the utility tax
fines and tax relief. People feel
proposal
would require a budget
government should get off their backs
"To be realistic, to take
amendment.
and get out of their pocketbooks,"
the sales tax off, we would have to go
Miller said. He explained the utility tax
back into the budget and redo it ourproposal "is not a drastic cutback.
selves.. or maybe phase this in,
possibly a percent or three percent,"
Imes said.
Gov. Carroll has ordered state
revenue officials to determine the
impact on the state budgetif the special
legislative session votes to reduce
taxes, according to news accounts
today.
Imes said a major budget cut could
be possible during the special session.
"We would have to go back in and
amend it just like a piece of
By LEW WHEATON
legislation...a Tot ofthe budget-exaesals
Associated Press Writer
discretionary," lines said.
GEORGETOWN, Guyana (AP) -.U.S. soldiers flew in today to begin a
Both Imes and Weisenberger said
macabre shuttle ferrying out corpses of
legislators will probably convene Dec.
more than 400 American cultists who
11, work a few days, adjourn and then
drank a lethal brew of Kool-Aid and
re-convene early in 1979. "I think the
cyanide in fanatic loyalty to a suicidal
proper way to do it worild be to-meet for
messiah. But the state of the bodies
a few days, get the bills introduced and
may force the soldiers to bury them on
adjourn for a month. Most of these bills
the spot in the jungle commune where
will go through appropriations and
they died.
revenue. They'll (legislators sitting on
Guyanese soldiers and police,
those committees) will he _working
meanwhile, searched the surrounding
while we'll be iftting around twiddling
wilderness for hundreds of -othe-t.
our thumbs," Weisenberger said.
members of the sect, the People's
Temple, istio fled from the JonestOwn
agricultural settlement after the mass
suicide.
A reporter who visited the camp, 150
miles northwest of this South American
capital, said it "looked like a garbage
dump where somebody dumped a lot of
By•LOWELL ATCHLEY
rag dolls."
Staff Reporter
The bodies of sect founder, the Rev.
Murray _City School System officials
Jim Jones, and his wife were among 409
have narrowed the list of unirruntinized
corpses that a police spokesman said
students attending school down conGuyanese troops had counted in and
siderably since earlier this academic
around the meeting hall in Jonestown.
term.
Jones and several others had been shot,
Willie Jackson, city school system
presumably by their own hand. The
pupil personnel and transportation
others had drunk Kool-Aid into which
director, told -school board members
the camp doctor mixed cyanide.
Monday evening that Monday 114
Jones ordered the mass suicide
students either didn't have an imSaturday after sect members ammunization certificate or a parents'
bushed and killed a'U.S. congressman
statement saying the student is in the
and four other persons who were part of
process of becoming immunized.
an investigative team that visited
School officials say that students not
Jonestown.
complying with the state law will not be
Three US. Air_liational Guard C-130
allowed to return to school Nov. 23 if
transports arrived this morning
they don't meet the immunization
carrying about 200 Army and Air Force
requirements. Jackson said school
personnel and food and equipment. Air
officials started the school year with 572
Force officials said a C-141 Starlifter
students not complying with the imwas expected later, carrying a dozen
munization requirements.
helicopters that would ferry the bodies
School board members, meeting
out of Jonestown.
Monday night instead of their regular
But Douglas Davidson, an official
meeting night of Thursday, also acSee SOLDIERS,
cepted two school funds audits for fiscal
Page 11, Column 5
year 1977-'78, heard a report on the

All officials the newspaper talked to
agree the lieutenant governor's call for
a special session has political ittlplications.
Speaking by telephone with Murray
Ledger di Times editor Gene McQdcheokHubbard who planstaannourWV.
for the Democratic nomination for
governor next month, said,"I would
assume that 99.9 percent of the people
in Kentucky know that it's politically
motivated and timed for the governor's
race. In part, I think it was aimed at my
candidacy announcement. Her campaign had begun to file, receiving
very little endorsements and very little
In contributions. This was one way to
jump into the limelight."
Hubbard said the special session will
be costly. He criticized the lieutenant
governor for not working on the same
issues during the last General
Assembly. Hubbard plans a series of
statewide announcements Dec. 11-the
same day the General Assembly is
scheduled to convene in special session.
-Vilni-dairned- the lieutenant.
Mille-,
governor was responding to feedback
she's gotten while talking to county
officials throughoot the state, said,"She
was aware of the political implications.
It was my judgement that it (the call)
would help our campaign. But she
didn't do it for basically that reason.
She's just always been that way."
Weisenberger termed the call "a
stroke of genius" on the Part of Stovall
and her advisers. Imes said that while
he admired‘
the lieutenant goveronts
call, the move "had political
motivations."

status of the Murray band program and
talked about adult education.
memboard
aid
Jackson
bers,"Hopefully we won't have too
many students not immunized on
Monday." He indicated that students
asked to not return to school and who
continue to not comply with immunization requirements may run the
risk of being classed as truant.
Also Monday night, city school board
members received a generally
favorable report on the status of school finances from the Murray auditing firm
of Richardson, Trevathan and Howe.
E.L. Howe Jr. told board members
total revenue for the fiscal year exceeded estimated budget amounts and
total expenses were less than anticipated.
Howe said the school system had
944,350 in total investment interest
during the fiscal . year, an amount
almost enough to pay off the principal
on the high school revenue bonds. He
told board members that interest and
principal on school system bonds total

INSPECT FIRE DAMAGE - The home of Billy Schroader,, Rt. I, Alma', was
damaged in a fire this morning, according to Calloway County Fire-Rescue
officials. The squad responded to the call at 8:30 4.m. and a.spokesman
said the damage was contained to the chimney and an area around the
chimney. Volunteers had to cut out the floor around the chimney to extinguish the fire. Schroader, who was overcome by smoke at the scene,
was administered first aid and oxygen by squad members and taken. to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for treatment of smoke inhalation.
Photo by Roger Mathis

$2.4 million, and are due in 1992.
Bottom line assets and resources
during the fiscal year that ended in July
totaled $3,470,987, according to the
audit report.
After an often emotional discussion
on the matter, school board members
Don Henry, Tom Rushing, Bill Adams,
Melissa Easley and Maurice Ryan
• voted to discontinue the system's basic
adult education program for the
remainder of this year.
School officials way enrollment has
declined since Miirray State University
entered the basic adult education
picture last year. The few that are still
enrolled under the Murray program
will be asked join the units MSU
sponsors. Henry said he favored
dropping the program while Rushing
said he favored a review of the
program. "I think it's a good program
and I'd hate to see a good program like
this destroyed," Rushing said.
In other school board business
Monday night:

- School board members began
initial discussion on proposed snow
routes later this winter. Jackson is
expected to week on &snow route plan
and return It at a later meeting:
- School officials have received a
report noting a number of state fire
code deficiencies from the office of the
Kentucky State Fire Marshal. Officials
say they're in the process of trying to
correct some. Murray School
Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey
said some corrections will require a
considerable financial outlay;
- Murray High band director James
L. "Buddy" Light, associate director
Frank D. Schwab and John P. Goode,
assistant director, reported on the
progress of the band thus far. Light said
he is satisfied with the band's season.
Both the high school and middle school
bands are expected to march in the
Murray Christmas Parade Dec. 2. Schwab projected the band will reduce its
$7,500 band uniform debt by an
estimated $2,200 by the end of this year.
That debt was originally scheduled to
be paid over a seven year span.

Team Effort Planned For Snow Removal
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The arrival of Santa Claus to Murray
will climax the seventh annual
ChrElmas Parade to begin at 2 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 2. The parade is
sponaored by the Rotary Club.
Loal Cole, chairman of the parade,
said this year's theme will be "A
Galactic Christmas" and will feature
three "Star Wars" characters as grand
marshals - Darth Vadar, .C3P0 and
Ba rma n.
There are two divisiQns for the
judging of floats - school and tamrnercial. The school division will have
cash awards of $100 for first place, $73
for second place and $50 for third place.
Trophies will be awarded to the three
places in the commercial.division.
Cole said that if a sufficient number
of bands enter the parade, judging will
be held and plaques will be awarded for
each place. Presently, six or seven
bands have stated that they will participate.
Other groups scheduled to appear in
the parade in addition to floats and
bands are twirling groups, Shriner unit,
cheerleaders, Cub Scouts, local personalities, school royalty and beauty
queehs.
Any person, club, school or
organization who would like to enter a
unit in the parade is asked to contact
Cole at 753-3411 or 753-9723 imMedialelY...P9Xtielpauts will...be sent.
nutillearlon of Melt -1Ine-up position
next week.

By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter Snow removal from area streets and
highways will be a team effort this
winter,following a meeting in the office
of Calloway County Judge-Executive
Robert 0. Miller today.
Officials with .Murray street
department, state Department of
Transportation and county road
department met and agreed to coordinate snow removal efforts. Ray
Clark, eAperintendent of the city street
department. Sherwood Potts, DOT
county road superintendent, and Rob
Walston, county road department
superintendent met and outlined roads
each department will be responsible for
in snowy weather. Magistrates Gil
Hopson, Billy Erwin and Tommy
Bogard also attended the informal
session.
Potts is expected to serve in the
capacity Miller called "quarterback"
during showy weather. It will be his
responsiblity to say when snow removal
equipment goes on area roads once
snow hits, officials agreed.
Potts said first and second priority
roads with his department will be U.S.
MI running north-south through the
county, KY 121 and KY 94.
Clark said first priority streets in
Murray will include those fronting fire
stations, police headquarters and
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Other priority streets in Murray will
Include Olive, Poplar, Eighth, Ninth,
Fourth, Sixteenth and Twelfth. DOT
wetkees-arelirpected to plow portions
of 16th, 12th, Chestnut, Main and
Glendale Road.

Magistrates agreed to "take a grader
each" and be responsible for roads in
each magisterial district while Walston
will coordinate overall county road
snow clearance.
"The highways that Sherwood can't
get, we'll get first," Hopson said.

DOT has one grader, two snowplesilt,
one loader, five truck"- with snow
equipment; the county has'four
graders., two snowplows, one frontand
loader and three dozers; the city has
two snowplows, one small grader, four
frontend loaders and three trucks,
officials said.

Murray State University tailback Danny Lee Johnson,
who ran for 1,217 yards this season, has been named Ohio
Valley Conference Offensive Player of Year. He was one
of four MSU gridders named to the OVC team. For details
about the OVC picks, see today's sports section.

..--Mostly cloudy through Wednesday with intermittent periods
of very light rain beciirning
heavierr• on Wednesday. aws
tonight in the upper Xs to mid
46s. Highs Wednesday in the low
to mid 50s.
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By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — How
much calcium is there in a
glass of skim milk, in 2
percent milk and regular
milk? I can't convince my
friend, who drinks a quart of
milk a day, that there is nat_
that much calcium in milk
by the time we get it.
Due to cramps in my legs,
am taking calcium pills
daily. If there is so much
calcium in milk, why do
doctors always prescribe
calcium pills when you are
pregnant?
DEAR READER — Your
Margaret Porter's eighth
friend is wiser than you
-WILL THE REAL George Washington please std up."
think. A cup of ordinary
skit, "To Tell The
grade American History class at Murray Middle School presented a
whole milk contains 208 mil"real"
the
choose
panelists
the
Irtah," patterned after the T.V. show on which
i_ligrams
of calcium. Milk is
Shown above Alin '- our,best food
source for
celebrity. The class has been stUdying the American Revolution.
cast
entire
The
Thomas.
calcium.
from left, Kathy Clark, Karen Lewis, Scott Vaughn and Kelly
Fortified low-fat or 2 perLewis, Scott Vaughn, Kelly
and crew are pictured below, front row, from left, Karen
cent milk contains 352 milliWhitney
Duncan,
Tracey
Sykes,
Dawn
Smith,
Perry,
by
Thomas. Second row, Rochea
grams of calcium per cup or
Rebbie-Wouston, MaryTaylor, Ivan George.: thiid rowi-Kathy-Claiic,-Sarnart*a Wader,
glass, and there is still a
Hicks, Amanda
little more in fortified skim
Thibodeaux. Denecia Story, Teresa Tinsley, Kelly McCarty, Loretta
milk. A quart of milk proHammack,Marl. Futrell.,
vides over one gram of calcium. A quart of fortified skim
milk proviues close to oneand-a-half grams of calcium
daily, which is about the
amount we usually recommend in middle-aged and
older women to help prevent
softening of the bones
(osteoporosis).
There are other reasons
why doctors sometimes pre-

,DEAR ABBY: To the lady who wondered why men in
tlieir 50s and 60s marry women in their 20s and 30g:
•••Most men have not shopped for many wives, so they lack
-- iamperiencia . VApel tiZslic- cener.alty, they-ye - bad more
experience shopping for cars.
When buying -a car, who would opt for an old, used model
when he could get a new, unused model for the same price?
In an old model, the bumper sags, the _frame is crooked.
Pile paint job is poor and the pickup is gone. And if it's 60
years old, it usually comes with a crank.
,If you print this, please sign me "Only Kidding in Lincoln,
geb." My 60-year-old wife would kill me if ,you used my
• name.
ONLY KIDDING

!

DEAR ONLY: U you're comparing a woman to an
automobile, a restored antique is worth many times more
than a new austief.

Craft Bazaar And
Workshop Planned
Here On Dec. 7

DEAR ABBY: Perhaps I can tell you why older men
prefer younger women. I'm a widower. 60, a college
graduate. physically fit and financially well off. I enjoy dancing. skiing, tennis, golf, hiking, hunting, fishing, swimming,
and the company of women.
Few women in the over-4/3- age grpup enjoy outdoor activities. Most are-overw-eightand notim good enough condi:"
tion to participate fully.
I admit that the older woman is more receptive sexually,
+nit she is less responsive. And, after all, half a man's enjoymeat is in the response he receives from his partner.
SAN FORD,FLA,
'- •
DEAR SANFORD: My mail is running two to one in
*vor of the younger woman, but read on for an opposing
;view:
•
_
DEAR ABBY;I am a man in my 50s and, believe me. I find
little of interest in young women..They can scarcely express
:themselves without the interjection of "Oh, wow," or a •
"
- --1-a-m- conte-nT to.leave
xpristant scattering of--"You-knows.
these conversational cripples to their peer group.
..Give me a warm, intelligent, mature woman in - my own
-grotrp-ainy- time. One -vrtio's intei esting, affectionate and - • n to be with. Unfortunately. I've had nsduck finding a
woman my own age; they're either all socialiift with each
15ther, or they're completelrocciipAIT with their grandikkildren.
!r. I'll keep loOking. however, because in my book, autumn
leaves are the most. beautiful of all.
.DEAR DADDY: With your attitude.Cm surprised that
%Mere not deluged wits autumn leaves elan colors, shapes
and sixes.
Benjamin Franklin, in a letter to a young friend, pointed
out the many advantages in taking en older woman for a
mistress. To paraphrase Franklin, who reportedly was quite
a ladies' man: -Older women are preferable in affaires
d'atneur because they're more experienced, more discreet,
there's no chance of children, women age from the neck
siown, all cats are gray in the dark, and, lastly - they're so
grateful!"
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
pew booklet -What Teenagers Want to Know," write
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Bills, Calif. 90211. Enclose
SI and a bog, stamped 128 metal, self-addressed envelope,
please.

Tonite Is Bargain Bite
At These Theatres

toivtite's movies
For

Information, Please Call 753-3314

The Christmas Craft Bazaar
and Workshop will be held at
the Hart Hall Coffeehouse,
Murray State University, on
Thursday, Dec. 7, at 8 p.m.
This event will be sponsored
by the Housing Programing
Council, and is open to all
persons having crafts to sell or
to those who desire to bring
materials to show the visitors
how to make crafts.
For information persons
may call Sherry R. LeMaster,
Program_ Coordinator,_for
-Residence Halls, Murray
State, at 762-2310.

Cut up pieces 3 to 9 hours
duckling or a prebasted bird [
Boneless roasts 12 to 18
to give an attractive sheer
hours
THAWING POULTRY
In cold water, thaw poultry
FOR SAFE EATING
To thaw poultry. follow in original wrap or other
safety rules. Keep poultry watertight plastic bag.
Turkey is high in protein, frozen until time to thaw it. Change water often. Thaw
Yob can wither thaw it in the until pliable. Approximate
low in calories and lowest in
refrigerator or save time by , thawing times are:
tholesterOl of all popular
meats. When buying your thawing the poultry in cold Chicken:
3 to 4 pounds 1 to 3 hours
Thanksgiving turkey, cont, water.
•
sider age, size, grading and
In the refrigerator, thaw in Turkey:
4 to 12 pounds 4 to 6 hours
storage. These factors and the the original wrapping or
_12 to 20 pounds 6 to 8 hours
cooking method all affect the lightly covered,.with waxed
20 to 25 pounds 8 to 12 hours
tendernese of the bird .yoteiet paper if poultry is unwrapped.
You can partially thaw
before your family.
Place poultry on a tray for
Because of improved easy handling and to catch poultry in the e.efey4erator and
production methods, ten- drippings. Thaw until pliable. complete thawing in cold
water. Thawing times will be'derness depends primarily on
Timetable For Thawing
shorter if- giblets are not
the age of the live bird and
Poultry In Refrigerator
packed in the body cavity.
how the meat is handled
Chicken!
„
4 pounds or over 1 to 11
before cooking. Looking for
/
2
If cut up poultry pieces are
the word young on the label, days
separated by freezer -paper,
whether it is a tom or hen.
Less than 4 pounds 12 to 16 remove outer wrapper, thaw
Tenderness is also in- hours
partially in the refrigerator
fluenced by the cooking
Ducks, 3 to 7 pounds Ito 11
/
2 and then separate each piece
method, the degree of dryness days
for quicker thawing, or leave
and, to some extent, the
Geese, 6 to 12 pounds 1 to 2 poultry pieces in watertight
amount of natural fat in the days
wrapper and thaw in cold
Turkey:
turkey.
water.
4 to 12 pounds 1 to 2 days
Buy a large whole or half
After poultry is thawed,
turkeys for a better buy than
12 to 20 pounds 2 to 3 days
small ones because you pay , 20 to 24 pounds 3 to 4 days prepare for cooking the same
less per pound for large (Ines.
Pieces of large turkey (half, way as chilled, unfrozen
Cook
poultry
quarter,
have
a
Also, large turkeys
half breast 1 to 2 poultry.
promptly after thawing.
higher proportion of meat to days
bone than small ones. A 15pound turkey will provide you M
with twice as many servings
is-a -10-pound turkey bird
because of the larger
proportions of meat to bone.
All turkeys shipped inMiss Rhonda Towery, Dec. flanked by candles.
terstate must be federally 29th bride-elect of Ralph
Seventy-five persons were
inspected for wholesomeness,.... Rogers, has recently been Present or sent gifts.
and labeled with a govern- complimented with two
ment stamp. While grading by delightfully planned bridal
Another occasion honoring
A, C and C is not mandatory, events.
the bride-elect was held
most brands carry the grade
Saturday, Nov. 4, at 7 p.m. at
shield. Buy a higher grade
The first event was held on UM Farmington Community
bird for best results in Monday, Oct. 30, at 7 p.m. in Building.
preparation, cooking and the Fellowship Hall of the
For the event the honoree
yield.
Locust Grove Church of the was presented a corsage of
When shopping for a turkey, Nazarene with Mrs. Evon white carnations which was
make sure the store's freezer Towery, Mrs. Vicki Crick„ pinned to the shoulder of Her
case is at zero degrees or Mrs. Sherri Mohler, and Mrs. slate blue printed dress.
below. Avoid frozen turkeys Carolyn Morris as hostesses.
As the guests arrived, they
stacked above the load line in
For this occasion the, signed the registry book whichthe freezer or those packed Ill- -honoree chose 'to wear a was placed on a lace covered
ice in aisle displays. Look for mauve floral dress. She was table accented by an
undamaged wrappings; ex- presented a corsage Of pink arrangement of carnations.
posure to air dehydrates the carnations by the hostesses.
After the honoree opened
meat and impairs quality. Gift corsages were also her gifts, refreshments were
Select the size needed for the presented to the honoree's served from a lace covered
occasion or plan leftovers for mother,
Mrs.
floral
A
silk
Richard table.
the freezer.
Towery, and her mother-ii- arrangement which was later
Save money by basting your law to be, Mrs. Kelton Rogers. presented to the bride-elect,
own turkey. Self-basting
Games were played after was placed in the center of the
turkeys cost more.
which Miss Towery ripened table. Refreshments of cake,
'TO BASTE: When bird her many gifts for the guests punch, nuts, and an assortturns golden, toyer loosele to view.
ment of candies were served.
rved.
with a "tent" of folded foil.
Refreshments of punch,
The hostesses for this ocRemove foil during last kit spiced tea, cake, open face casidn were Mrs. Freda
hour'surd, with pastry brush, sandwiches, nuts, and mints Rogers, Mrs. Charlene
brusfe bird generously with were served from a table Warren, Mrs. Nancy Miller,
pan drippings, salad
cowed with a ,gold ,clett#2001.1-lioggrSal--- •
melted'batter brmsrgaj1frot uha& Iiicraild-efira rtirith a
Sixty persons were present
shortening (unless using bouquet of fresh fall flower's or sent gifts.
From The Desk Of
Jean W,Clear
County Eztasedmi
Agent for Home
Economics

scribe calcium pills during
pregnancy. The mother has
to provide a great deal more
calcium because of the need
for calcium to build the
skeleton for the developing
baby. These are extraordinary demands for calcium
_ Antake.
Then, some women have
to restrict their calories
while they ate pregnant
which may limit how much
milk the doctor may want to
give them. Or, in women
who retain lots of fluid during their pr nancy,the docto restrict
tor may
sodium w .ch may again
influence how much milk he
wants the mother to drink.
Unless there is some-real
'contraindication to it, milk
is an excellent source of
calcium whether you are
pregnant or not. I am sending you The Health Letter
number 7-2, Milk Products:
Good and Reel. Others who
want ilia issue can send 50
cents with a long. stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it. Address your etquest to
me in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 155„ Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB
I
have been told my thyroid
gland is destroyed so I am on
Synthroid, 1.5 per day. They
would like for me to take
more but I get so many side
effects I am extremely nervous and very hot. I was told
my hormone level is normal.
I had a hysterectomy when 1

was 30 and am now 46.
Why do I get so hot and
nervous and .yet I am not
getting enough thyroid to do
the job. I still have many
symptoms :- very tired, hair
falls out, fingernails won't
grow, depressed, etc. I'd
appreciate any adv1ce-314 can give. My life is miserable the way I am now.
DEAR READER — Being
hot and nervous can be
caused by too much thyroid
hormone but these are
symptoms of other disorders
as well. Synthroid is a good
thyroid medicine but it is
slow acting. For complex
reasons,some people do better on some thyroid preparations than they do on others.
Your doctors might want to
try one of the fast acting
thyroid medications.
'Den you are in the age
group where your ovaries
could begin to fail, even if
they were left in after your
surgery. That may complicate the picture and you
need to discuss what your
doctor means by your hormones being normal. Ask
specifically if you could get
some relief from additional
estrogen
at least to control the "hot" sensation.
Finally, just because you
do have medical problems
doesn't mean you cap't have
your share of life's stresses
and emotional reactions to
cope with. It will probably
take both time and effort to
determine the best management for you.
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It's our 5th Anniversary and
we're celebrating with our annual 10% storewide discount.

Noritake Special Savings
BENTON PATIENT
Dismissed 'Nov. 7 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton, was Jimmie Downing
of Hardin.

Music
Woman's
7:30 p.m.
with Neva
charge oft

25% off —
On all open stock - registries not
included.

THORN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Thorn of
Almo Route 1 are the parents
of a baby boy, Chad William,"
weighing 8 pounds 15 ounces,
measuring 21 inches, born on
Saturday, Nov. 11, at 3:50 p.m.
at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.

Frog Gift For Everyone!
Nov.20th-25th
10:00 a.m.- 5:30 p.m.

They have another son,
William Joel. The father is self
employed.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. William Lee Thom of
Almo Route 1 and Mr. and
Mrs. Claud Wilson of Muray.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Florene Cobb, Mayfield, Mrs.
Floy Edwards, Almo, and
Mrs. Myrtle Burden,-Faris,
Tenn.

iss Rhonda Towery
Feted Bridal Events

Come for refreshments and register
for a wicker trunk with brass "trim to be
given awa Dec. 20th.
Lots of o,ther surprises!
Open Sunday Till Christmas

Murray
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Tuesday, November 21
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Lodge Hall, HIghWay 121
North.
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house
with Neva Gray Allbritten in
charge Of the program.
Shower for Glen and Debbie
Lents who lost their home and
contents by fire will be at the
Hardin City Hall from 8:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. Persons may
come and go as they like.

W ednesday, November 22
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at 12 noon.

Local Chapter of National
Nutrition Center at Douglas.
Federal Employees
Retired
Center will be closed today,
its meeting for
cancelled
has
but meals will be delivered to
month.
this
the homes.

Shower for Glen and Debbie
Lents who lost their home and
contents by fire will be at the
Hardin City Hall from 8:.-30
a.m. to 5 p.m. Persons may
come and go as they like.

Calloway County -Y.F.A
Ettes will have a pizza supper
at Pagliai's at 6 p.m. •
-- —
Senior Citizens office will be
closed and no shopping for
senior citizens will be held
today.

Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
Wednesday,November 22
Thanksgiving dinner with
pumpkin pie will be served at
the Nutrition Center at twelve
noon with a musical program
to be presented by students
from the University Chritian
Student Center.

Senior Citizens office will be
closedtoday.

Rose cutting classes for
Senior Citizens will be at the
Greenhouse, 1610 West Main
Street,from 10 to 11:30 a.m.

Ladies of Oaks Country Club
will have a dutch treat supper
at 8 p.m. at Sirloin Stoekade,
followed by a general club
Murray TOPS Club will meeting with awards to be
meet at the Health Center, presented to club chamNorth 7th and Olive Streets, at pionship winners.
7 p.m.
Shopping for senior citizens
Sweet Dreams, taffy pull will be held- and call 753-0929
and popcorn ball makin', will by 9 a.m. for morning shopbe at Empire Farm, Land ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
Between the Lakes,from 9:30 afternoon shopping: Note
a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
change from Friday to
Wednesday.
Murray Tiger Basketball
Sweet dreams, old time
Kick Off Chili supper will be
held at Murray High School at taffy pull and popcorn ball
6:30 p.m. Cost will be $1.50 per makin', will be at Empire
Farm, Land Between the
plate.
Lakes, from 9:30 a.m. to 1:30
Coles Camp Ground United p.m.
Methodist Church will have a
potluck supper at the church
at 6:30 p.m. with_program by
Kirksey group att7:30 p.m. •

Murray Ledger & Times will
not publish a newspaper
today.

Ellis Center will be closed
today for activities by the
Senior Citizens.
Murray Postoffice will be
closed today.
Friday, November 24
Nutrition Center at Douglas
Center will be closed today,
but mealswill be delivered to
the homes.

Miss Martha Gay Crass,
December 16th bride-elect of
Mark Kevin Robison, has been
honored with a series of
prenuptial events.
A miscellaneous shower was
held on Oct. 19 in the Alpha
Gamma Delta Sorority Room
with Miss Leann Owen as
hostess. Guests included the
sorority sisters of Miss Crass
and her mother, Mrs. M. F.
Crass, Jr.
Miss Crass was attired in a
printed polished cotton dress
featuring ribbon trim and
balloon sleeves.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Overbey
entertained on Nov. 11 with a
cocktail party at their home
on Hickory Drive. Refreshments were served from the
dining table overlaid with a •
yellow cloth and centered with
a orange ceramic pumpkin
filled with fall flowers. Miss
Crass chose from her
trousseau a padry dress of
acqua marine knit.
Out of town guests included
.the groom-elect of Louisville,
Dr. and Mrs. John Cotthoff,
Sr., Mr. and Mrs-. John Cotthoff, Jr., Hopkinsville, and
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lesterj
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Weeks,
Princeton.

Thursday, November 23
Community Thanksgiving
worship, sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway Ministerial
Association, will be at the
First Presbyterian Church at
10 a.m.
Farm, Center
Empire
Station, and The Homeplace1850 in the Land Between the
Lakes will be closed today for
the Thanksgiving holiday.

Murray Christian Women's
Club will have its monthly
luncheon from 11:15 to 1:30
Rabbit Show, sponsored by
p.m. at the Colonial House Jackson Purchase, Rabbit
.Smorgasbord-. Iror reser- Club, is scheduled at the
vations for luncheon and free Carman Pavilion, College
nursery, call Mrs. David Farm Road, at 8 a.m. Contact
Lamb 489-2706 or Mrs. Don Burchfield for inReymand Crawford 753-5379.
•forrnation.

IleinesdaY Special
Chicken Fry Steak Meal
,.Includes:
25 Item Salad Bar
Drink
SIRLOIN'
Potato
STOCKADE
mi-American Beef
Toast
Bel-Air Center

As the berry grew larger, so its cultivation spread — to New Jersey in 1835; Wisconsin in 1853; Washington state in 1833;
Oregon in 1885. Today, Massachusetts, New
Jersey, Wisconsin, Washington and Oregon
stillcomprise the chief cranberry-growing
states.
It takes about-five years from the installation and planting of a bog until the first
harvest
Cranberries grow on vines, in bogs or
marshes, and are harvested in the fall If
frost threatens as harvest time approaches.
the bogs are flooded overnight. The bogs are
also flooded during the winter months to

Saturday, November 25
Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
have a luncheon meeting at
the club house at noon.
Visitors may watch cooks
prepare the Thankgiving
dinner using the tools and
cooking resources of the midThe
at
century
19th
Homeplace-1850, Land- Between the Lakes,from 9am.to ,

Mrs. John Gregory, Mrs.
Thomas Emarson, Mrs.
Bennie Simmons, Mrs. Wells
Purdom, Jr... Mrs. Charles
Shuffett, Mrs. Janice Austin,
Mrs. Buddy Buckingham,
Mrs. Gene Landoll, Mrs.
James Boone and Mrs. Bill
Fandrich hosted a wine party
on Nov. 14 in the home of Mrs.
Gregory on the Lynn Grove
road.
Fall flowers in shades of
yellow, orange and rust were
used at vantage points
throughout home and on the
'dining table, which featured a

protect the vines Miring the summer
months the bogs are dry. By July. they are
covered with drifts of pale pink
, The bogs assume a bright red hue in the
fall. Labor Day usually signaLs the beginning
of harvest season. Fresh cranberries are
available in the markets through December.
Cranberry products are available all the
year round. The canned cranberry sauces —
jellied and *hole berry — are available in
low calorie versions, too. Cranberry juice
cocktail, high on the list el thousands as a
thirst.quenther, also is packed in a low-cal
version. Cranberry-orange relish and
cranberry-apple drink, as well as other
cranberry-blend drinks, are among other
nationally available prvducts.
Cranberries contain 52 calories, 2 milligrams of sodium, 56 milligrams of potassium, and 6 milligrams of phosphorus per 100
grams.

Health-wise

beyond middleage_Deformity"can result from 'bony swellings which impair movement.
Arthritis
P•1111.
Stress and strain on the
Arthritis is found in all joints, overweight and poor
parts of the world, although it posture can be contributing
is more common in temperate causes. The symptoms of
climates. This disease can osteoarthritis may respond to
strike at any age, including-- treatment. With early detecchildren under one year of tion and proper treatment the
cloth. age. A great many arthritig prognosis for this disease is
Indian
printed
Receiving guests with the victims are elderly. Many usually favorable.
Arthritis sufferers are the
honoree who was attired in a millions are affected to some
all disease
blouse and skirt ensemble of extent by chronic arthritis, most exploited of
more
spend
are
They
people
many
although
victims.
mauve silk and suede
unaware of it; about forty than 250 million dollars each
featuring a printed tapestry
percent of those do require year on fake "cures" and
The'wedding of Miss Paulette Ross, daughter of Mr. and
vest, were her mother and.. medical
care.
"remedies" that are .often
Mrs. James F. Ross, and James Edward Jones, son of Mr.
paternal grandmother, Mrs.
worthless.
and Mrs. Alvis E. Jones, has been rescheduled for Saturday,
M. F. Crass,Sr.
Arthritis has been with us
The best safeguard against
Dec. 2, at 6:30 p.m.at the Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
A hostess gift of pewter was for many years. Egyptian arthritis is to maintain a high
A reception will follow-in thefella*ahip helotthe cliiitelf.mummies have been x-rayed, level of health, protect the
presented to Miss Crass.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend. and not even the royal figures joints of the body from injury,
The wedding had previously been scheduled for Sept. 30,
A coffee was held on Nov. 17
who were to occupy the cold or strain and most imbut was postponed due to the illness of the groom-elect's
in the home of Mrs. Howard
pyramids had escaped this portant. seek medical help if
Titsworth on Olive Blvd. Co- disease.
mother.
signs of arthritis occur.
hostess were Mrs. Johnny
There are various forms of
Reagan, Mrs.0. B. Boone,Sr.,
WITVIZIZTVIZIMITIMITZTITITIMIVITIVRITITITTITT7T1117
Mrs. M. C. Ellis, and Mrs. arthritis
Euva Nell Mitchell.
1. Rheumatoid arthritis,
• The honoree, her mother the most serious of the arthriand paternal grandmother tic diseases, frequently apwere presented corsages of pears in young people, usually DI
t
white silk roses, babys breath before. the age of forty. It V'
and mums. Guests were appears to be More prevalent TZ
served delicious refreshments in people whose health is K
from the dining table overlaid under par. The onset,is usual- t,
with a green cloth accented ly gradual.----There may - be Give thaw peupte
with off white crochet trim swelling arid slight tendern
and , centered with an starting in the fingers, wrists,,
love a gift only
arrangement of yellow and or feet. As the disease pro- te
- gresses, other joints may be g
rust mums.
Yon can give.
Miss Crass was presented a involved, such as the knees or t4
copper tray as a wedding gift hips.
from the hostess.
The importance of seeking tri
medical advice when the early tz
signs of possible rheumatoid Kr
arthritis are noticed cannot be
stressed too greatly.. The earCOLLINS GIRL ly diagnosis enables the phyMr. and Mrs- Charles
sieiin to start treatment that
Stanley Collins of Benton
will, modify; the disease and
announce the birth of, a baby
reduce the danger of one's
girl, Miranda Gayle, born on
being severely and permaFriday, Oct. 27, at 1:32 p.m.at
nently- disabled.
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Clovis Collins
and Mrs. Beulah Washburn,
Benton, and Wayne Washburn, Hardin. Great grandparents are Mrs. Susie Washtitan and Archie Fulks,
Benton. • By Marylou

Bridal Events Held In
Honor Of Miss Crass

Sinking Spring, Salem, and
Oak Grove Baptist Churches
will have a community
Thanksgiving service at the
Sinking Spring Church at 7
p.m.

82.

Cranberry cultivation was first recorded
in 1816 in the Town of Dennis on Cape Cod.
Henry Hall found that the berries grew larger whose the soil was covered with a layer of
sand.

Ross And Jones Vows
To Be Read Dec. 2

E

CHRISTMAS
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Family Portrait,

a Gift That Will
Always
Be Treasured

Call For an Appointment Today

ARM.
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1) The
Christmas

PATIENT AT-PADUCAH
E. K. Stacey of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah, where he
was hospitalized after being
injured in a motorcycle accident at Paris,Tenn.

Store's
Traditional
'Friendship )2
I Night c

t4
64

CURTIS &
304 M;in*.t.
Murray, Ky.

MAYS STUDIO
753-7360
Hrs.9 a.m.-5:00 P.m

tiamatiamitataa.maaaarearmatutaansaati

WHAT IS A CPA?
The Certified Public Accountant—CPA—
is an advisor to business, government,and individuals.
To be licensed, a CPA must:
" • be a college graduate
• have passed a comprehensive examination
• have been employed by a CPA or designated
government agency
•. abide by the profession's Code of Ethics

Friday, Nov.24th
Hours:5p. m. to8p.m.

10% OFF
Everything In The Store
Free Gift Wrapping
w moon
BANKAMERICARD

2. Osteoarthritis is a form
of arthritis that causes such a
severe breakdOwn of weightbearing joints that it becomes
very difficult and painful to
move them. This form of
arthritis .most often ocears

These str t requirements are imposed on CPAs to
insure qu lity service. A CPA is a professional who
prepares tax returns, audits-financial statements and
provides sound business advice'.

Closed from 4 to 5 To
Prepare For This Event

A CPA's services are important
to everyone because they lend
stability to the financial community.

ERMANS
0..

LOCATED IN THE
DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY

.
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Kentucky SceIy of
Certified Public-Accounta ts
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Iran Situation:
Warning For U.S.
You've probably heard about
Continued instability in Iran
the Shah of Iran's problems and
could cause major economic
the civil strife that has divided
problems for the west. The oil
his country.
refineries there could shut
Perhaps you couldn't care
down for a long time.
less about what is going on in
The situation in Iran is a
Iran., but there is one big reason
clear warning for America to
that situations in the Mideast
develop its own energy resour.
should be of concern to you: oil.
wars-rn
ces so-that
Americans have become - countries wilJ not have
dependent — probably too
such potential for upsetting our
dependent ---: on the oil exported
economy.
by Iran and neighboring countries. While we as individuals
may or may not sympathize
with those who are challenging
the country's monarchy form of
government, we can take the
violence in Iran as a warning of
the dangers of allowing
America's future rest in the unstable hands of Mideast countries.
Iran provides 10 percent of
the world's oil supply. Although
-the-United- States get., only
about 5 percent of its oil from
Iran,_ our allies are major importers of oil from Iran.
1 Western Europe gets 14 percent
'of its oil from Iran and Japan
gets 18 percent.

OrI

rs.TV414..-",
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Letters To The Editor

-4 Thanksgking-Prayer
Dear Editor:
The • Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee; would like to submit the
following Thanksgiving Prayer for
publication in The Murray Ledger &
Times.
Thanksgiving Prayer
-Heavenly Father, the Kentucky
Jaycees humbly pause to thank you for
your love, kindness arid peace you have
so generously shown each one of us.
"Also we thank you for:
"Ow- Jaycee Creed which guides us
toward
"Our Executive committee and Mrs.
Braden and Linda Garrett, who keeps
everyone hustling.
"For our good health, which is vital
for our success each day.
"For ow- families, our friends both

young and old.
"For our industry and its labor force.
"For our hospitals and the doctors
and nurses.
"For our nation and its system of
government.
"For ctuirches and its ministers.
"For our wildlife, livestock and pets.
"For success of the Jaycee's this
year.
"For the fellowship and growth we
will experience here this weekend.
"Oh Lord,forgive us. when we neglect
to do your will, we will try harder
because we love you. Amen.
We hope your many readers will
sincerely reflect on these thoughts
during the upcoming holiday.
T.P. Delaney, Jr. IC President

St. Jude Says Thanks
be proud knowing that their efforts
Dear Editor:
.• The St. Jude Children's Research
raised a grand total of 85227.03 and that
:Hospital door-to-door march is over for
more funds are corning in.
1978 and, looking back, we want to
Because the diseases that St. Jude
sincerely thank the citizens of Murray
Children's Research Hospital is bat,and Callaway County for their generous
tling can strike any child anywhere, the
:support of our campaign to raise money
people who gave to our march will be
;for children suffering with catastrophic
helping to save children's lives here in
diseases.
Murray and Calloway County as well as
The volunteers who marched worked
all over the US. and the world. The
hard and gave willingly of their time,
money that was-raised will go to the
and they are to be cominended for the
research of these deadly diseases and
fine job they did. Mrs. Diana Williams
to treat the children who are suffering
and her fine organization in the county
with them.
did an outstanding job as did the
The Murray Ledger and Times, by
members of Alpha Mu Chapter of
providing us with much needed
EpsilopSigma Alpha who organized the.- publicity, has performed a very worcity portion of the drive. A special
thwhile service acquainting the citizens
thanks is also extended to the following
of Murray with the work being done by
groups who helped solicit: Hazel
St. Jude Hospital. For that, we are
Woman's Club, Ky. Association of
grateful. We wept _ to thank,each and
Student Nurses, Sig Eps and Sigma
everyone who helped on this drive.
Delta organizations from MSU, and the
Sincerely,
youth from South Pleasant Grove
Marie Forrester
United Methodist Church. They can all
Campaign Chairman

:Soundsations°Success
Dear Editor:
On behalf of all of us at WKMS-FM I.
wish to thank the many individuals and
businesses who volunteered thepsupport during our recent fund raisitig
campaign, SOUNDSATIONS.
The following businesses donated
food to help sustain our staff and
volunteers: Dixie Cream Donuts,
Salmon's Bakery, Kroger's, Big John's,

Bible Thought
But seek ve first the kingdom of God,
and his righteousness: and all these
things shall be added unto aou. -Matthew 6:33. .•
Food and clothing are perishable; but
lave and Inn,
* nbeta.•_-#6911 these_
things first-and trust God far our daily
needs

Storey's, Jim Adams Southside IGA,
Pizza Hut, McDonald's, De Vanti's,
Pagliai's Pizza, and Caldwell Vending.
Most of the sales staff at Loretta
Job's Realty contributed their time to
help us answer telephones, and we had
more than 40 other volunteers helping
with the phones
I believe SOUNDSATIONS was a
great success. We have already passed
our goal of $5,000, and the total is still
climbing. More than 250 people pledged
their support for WKMS during the
campaign, which we will use to hasten
the growth of our fine arts radio service.
Thanks to everyone for their support
and encouragement!
Bruce
Seidh___
'Giiiecal Màhei 1=-V/KMS-FM Radio

Former President. Priaard
II Nixon,imperial conQueror
Viet Nam discoverer ofChmo.and
-de .1.1.4e-ti-Ithellag Will visitTivr
city net week.. A press conference
will be held upon his arrival.
Sincerely,
Fitio Rebvz
Press 5ecret4ry

The Eli Lilly Company of
Indianapolis, Ind., today notified the
Murray Chamber of Commerce and the
Murray-Calloway County Industrial
Foundation that the proposed plant for
Murray will not be huilt here.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ada
Farmer.
Downtown Murray merchants will
Mc* off the yuletide season tomorrow
with a visit from Santa Claus and the
Murray High School Brass Choir.
The Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa held its initiaion ceremony at
the Murray Woman's Club House
Officers include Gwendolyn Grossman,
Clinton Rowlett, Charlotte Sturm,
Virginia Harmeyer, Jane Rainey,
Barletta Wrather, Anne Flood, Martha
Crampton, and Beverly Fowler.
Cheerleaders at New Concord
Elementary School are Cathy Pigg,
Theresa Nance, Marsha Ernstberger.
Sherry Bucy, Janet Newberry, and

20 Years Ago
The new Christmas decorations will
start going up on Nov. 24, according to
L. D. Miller, executive secretary of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce.
Roger Carbaugh of Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
'
Hi
larrOtt
has been appointed district scout
executive of the Chief Chennubby
District of the Four Rivers Council, Boy
Scouts of America. He succeeds Hugh
Miller who resigned to accept a position
with the Blue Grass Council BSA in
Paris, Ky.
Arthur Johnson,Seaman USN, son of
Mr.and Mrs. Lester Johnson,is serving
aboard the submarine rescue vessel,
Last Saturday, as the fans filed out of
the next and the next," he muttered.
USS Florman, with the 7th Fleet in the
ClWart Stadium fuilowrng
Western
-when these guys get 'rolling down —Far East.
Kentucky's 14-6 victory over the
here, we might as well nail that think up
- The Calloway County Bowhunters
Murray State Racers, a brief, unon the wall in there, because that's
Club is hosting a big archery tournoticed ceremony took place down or;
where it's going to stay!"
nament and novelty shoot today at the
the field.
++++++
archery range on the Concord Road.
It was the passing of "The Red Belt,"
Our former sports information
In high school basketball Clinton beat
a newly-established tradition involving
director, Joe Tom Erwin, was at the
Hazel and Kirksey beat Murray
the trainers of the two clubs Western game Saturday. He showed up
Traipsing. High scorers were Myers
Murray's Tom Simmons and Western's
for a few minutes in the press box, the
with 17 for Clinton, Erwin pith 16 for
Jeff Edwards.
first time he has been up there since his
Hazel, Jones with 16 for larksey, and
Mounted on a beautifully stained and
retirement June 30 after 21 years
Washer with 15 for Murray Training.
polished plaque, some four feet long
handling the Racers' sports publicity.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
and about 10 inches wide, was a fireHe is living at his home on Kentucky
"Quantrill's Raiders" starring Steve
engine radleather belt. Onaii-ch side of
Lake near Tftte Bluff' Stakes, but he
Cochran, and "Dangerous Youth"
it were- small medal plates, each
seldom comes to town any more. He • starring France Vaughn.
bearing the year and the score of a
has been coming to the football games,
Mw-ray-Western game.
however,slipping in unnoticed &afar at-.
The two teams have now played 45
we were concerned and sitting out in
times with Western winning 23, Murray
the stands.
16 and with six games resulting in ties.
"You know it's dangerous out there!"
Lamar A. White, son of Mr. and Mrs.
"The Red Belt" was Tom's idea, and
he laughed. "You've got to keep an eye
Charles White of Murray, has received
"The Red Belt" heads back to
here's how it was conceived.
out for paper airplanes, drink mg tops
a fellowship in biological science from
Bowling Green. Western Trainer Jeff
+++++
and even rolls of toilet paper sailing
the National Research Council of the
Edwards is on the left, Murray's Tom
Each summer, the trainers at the
through the air and which could smack
Atomic Energy Commission at Indiana
Simmons on the right.
various college and universities in the
you on the head. Why,a fellow could get
University, Bloomington.
southeastern United States converge on
trainer dashed to retrieve it from bia
hurt out therer
Mr. and Mrs, Voris Andrus of 501
Atlanta ler-their annual get-together.
office. Moments later, he solemnly
++++++
South Fourth Street, Murray,
To save transportation expenses, Tom,
handed it to the grinning Edwards, they
Add to Your List of Lookalikes: Bank
celebrated their 50th wedding anEdwards and the Middle Tennessee
slapped each other on the back and
of Murray Vice President A. W. Simniversary on Nov. 16 with an informal
trainer, George Camp, make the trip
shook hand.
mons, Jr., and Tom Seaver, the Cindinner at the home of their son.
„
together, taking turns driving each
As Edwards. raced off to join the
cinnati Reds pitcher. I noticed this
Murray State College Thoroughbreds
year.
jubilance of the Western dressing room,
resemblence during the World Series
beat Evansville College in a football
Last summer it was Edwards' turn to
Tom turned back te, his post-game
when Seaver was -helping with the
game at Cutchin Stadium, Murray, on
drive, and Tom went to Bowling Green,
.duties. "Just wait until next year, and
television broadcast.
Nov. 19 by the score of 9 to 7.
left his car and off to Atlanta they went,
-Murray
team, coached by Fred Faurot,
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
picking up Camp at Murfreesborn.
.,now has a record of eight wins and cue
Writer
flaxWhen they arrived in Atlanta and as
loss.
they were dressing to go out to Aunt
Mr. and Mrs. Grant Stiles, Mr. and
Fanny's Cabin or some such prominent
Mrs. Jack Belote, and Mrs. Clifford
restaurant in the big city, Tom
Smith of the Purdom Hardware Store
discovered he had failed to pack a belt.
attended an appliance show and
He borrowed one from Edwards - a
banquet held at the 'Peabody Hotel,
size 36. fire-engine red one, Western's
Memphis, Tenn., over the weekend.
famous trademark..
In high school basketball Lynn Grove
"That was okay," Tom said. "It did
beat New Concord. and Cuba beat
the job. It held my pants up, and,
Kirksey. High scorers were Dunaway
WASHINGTON (API - Well before
Baker, who could soon begin a 1980
besides, it was hidden under my coal I
with 17 for Lynn Grove, Winchester
the new Senate convenes, the White
presidential race, ivorked hard to win
don't think a lot of people saw it."
with 10 for New Concord, Laird with 20
House is beginning to look for support
approval of the canal treaties. His
He did wear it throughout •the
for Cuba, and Edwards wih 12 for
for a treaty limiting the deployment of
support M.1979 for an arms pact is less
meeting, however, and back to Bowling
Kirksey.
strategic arms.
certain, although it would be just as
Green. As Tom was preparing to head
Of course, there isn't a treaty yet.
important as it was in helping get the
fee Murray, Edwards asked for his belt
, But just the same, President Carter
canal treaties approved.
back."You'll have to win it back," Torn
and his aides are using their experience
Attention also is being paid to newly
laughed. "We've beaten you two years
in a row in football, and you can get IL in winning Senate approval gf _the ._-_elected senators, with a Washington
briefing planned for them within the
back only if you beat us in November, Panama Canal treaties to lay the
ground work for what could be an even
next few weeks.
when we play at Murray."
more difficult and emotional fight over
Although a number of liberal
Apparently because Tom is bigger
a Strategic Arms Limitation Talks
senators are being replaced by conand huskier than he is, Edwards agreed
pact.
servatives, several Republicans just
to the challenge.
'
One staff member, Robert'Bectel of
elected are seen by White House
RESOLUTION OF THE
the congressional liaison office, is
strategists as possible supporters of a
On the way home that night, Torn
KENTUCKY CIRCUIT CLERKS*
"deeply into SALT," a colleague said.
SALT treaty.
came up with the ides ef mounting the
WHEREAS, the people of the ComSuch administration chieftains as
"We weren't hurt as badly as some
belt on a plaque and putting the
monwealth of Kentucky enacted a
Zbigniew Brzezinski, Carter's national
say," said one member of the White
engraved game plates alongside. "We
Jodtcial Article in November, 1975; and
security assistant, and Defense
House congressional liaison staff after
just might establish a new traditional
WHEREAS, the Judicial Article
Secretary Harold Brown also are
considering the way the new senators
thing between the two of us," he
called for the, formation and the
keeping key senators informed of the
are likely to vote.
thought, and thusly, at his own personal
unification of a new court system with
progress of the arms talks.
The administration's Senate fight will
expense, "The Red Belt" trophy came
the Judges -of the Supreme Court, Court
Although a Senate session is nearly
be helped by Carter's expected
into being.
of Appeals, Circuit Court, and District
two months away, Senate Republican
decisions to increase defense spending
The players had no more than left the
Court, and the Clerks of the Circuit
leader Howard Baker and Sen. Henry
in the next budget and to bolster the
field Saturday 'before Edwards came
Court as the integral components of the
M. Jackson, D-Wash., perhaps the
North Atlantic Treaty Orgartzation.
nuiping across to the Murray bench
system; and
leading Kremlin-watcher in the Senate,
were Torn and his assistants were
Such moves will help deflate any effort
WHEREAS, the Judicial Article
are being kept up-to-date.
to portray him as lax on defense.
gathering up their muscle-mending
called for the abolition of the old lower
paraplegia .
Carter ale() could benefit by his
court system, and the establishment of
"Where's my belt, Rood buddy?" he
decision to stand firm on the arins talks
the new District Court system; and
Murray Ledger & Times
while awaiting a Soviet move in the
asked Tom, and away .the Murray
WHEREAS, the Circuit Clerks have
current impasse
thus been an indispensable part of the
Publisher
Walter I. Apprrson
EdItot
H Gene McCutcheon
WRITE A LETTER
"That's a good decision politically,"
formation and implementation of the
The Murray Ledger & Ttmes is published,
Letters to the editor are welcomed
said one official.
new court system and of its day to day
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Chrot
mas Day. New Year's Day and nuinksgivsig by
and encouraged. All letters must be
While
administration
the
operations;
officials
lay
Murray Newspapers, Inc. 101 N 4th St.
signed by the writer and the writer's
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
the ground work for the Senate debate,
NOW, THEREFORE, be it resolved
Murray.Ky 42071
address and phone number must be
are
there
few
public
by
signs
the
final
that
the Circuit Court Clerks of KenSUBSCRIPTION RATE'S In areas served by
included for verification. The phone
carriers, 12 75 per month. payable in adyancc
obstacles to a treaty are being overtucky •
By mail in Calloway bunty and to Benton. Har
number will not be published.
come.
That, despite the problems Inherent
dm. Mayf IA.1,1, Sedalia and rarmuurton. Ky . cod
Letters should be typewritten and
Parts, Buchanan and Puryeai% Tin $11511 per
in the extensive transition and revision,
The president has said more than
year By mail
other destinations, $3500 per • once over the last year that a
double-spaced whenever possible
the new court system be recognised for
final
year
and should be on topics of general
treaty was just a few weeks away.
Member of Ass,. lated arms. Kentucky Press
its vlabliity and potential in the quest
mbedelbse and Southern Newspaper Publisher,
interest.
for the improvement of Justice for the
He acknowledged last week that his
Editors reserve the right to
bated Press is exclusively entitled fii
predictions were "illadvise0" but told
citizens of the Commonwealth of
r
'local news originated by The Murray
condense or reject any letter and
reporters'that "re have made steady
Kentucky, and
(Alm& Timm as wells* all other Al'news
limit freclitent writers.
rvi.EPHOrig ausinfas
'regress."
That, to that end, the Circuit Court
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Busness
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Circulation
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and to the resolution of the problems
News and *aria I hl,A
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Johnson Chosen PVC Offensive Player Of Year

vietory-o,i
- By Sae Aspaelated Press
NASHVILLE - Murray
State workhorse Danny Lee
Johnson, selected the Ohio
Valley Conference offensive
player of the year, heads the
1978 All-OVC football team
that includes five players
from Western Kentucky's
league champion?' Western
Kenntucky Coach Jimmy
Feix, who piloted the
Hilltoppers from their worstever record to the conference
title, is the OVC Coach of the
Year.
Johnson, who wound up the
season with 1,217 yards
rushing, tops in the league, is
joined in the backfield by
Eastern Kentucky's Dale
Patton, Tennessee Tech's
Cecil Fore and Western
Kentucky quarterback John
Hall, the conference leading
passer.
Johnson finished second in
scoring with 6.5 points a
contest.

linebacker, who wound up
with 127 solos anti 51 assists.
The linemen are Tony
Towns of. Western Kentucky,
Bruce Martin of Murray and
Joe Richard of Eastern
Kentucky. Towns recovered
four fumble and had 74 solo
tackles and 40 assists. Martin
had 80 solos and 38 assists,
second to Wright.
Austin Peay's Ron Sebree
and Eastern Kentucky's Chris
Roberts were named the
defensive ends, while Western
KAntucky's,Reginald Hayden
and4; Morehead's Rodney
Jefferson were tabbed as
linebackers, joining Wright.
Besides Betts, the deep
backs include Eastern Kentucky's Danny Martin and
Western Kentucky's Carl
Brazley, who led the OVC in
interceptions with five for 73
yards and was second in punt
returns with an average of 8.2
yards.

Austin
Peay's
Lynn
Hailstock and Joe Grrmsley
tied for the fourth deep back.
Griznsley paced the conference in punt returns with 34
for 379 yards, an average of
11.1 yards.
The punter is Tennessee
Tech's Steve Davis, who
averaged 40.5 yards on 62
kicks.
Feix, in his Ilth year at
Western,
guided
the
Hilltoppers to the OVC title
this year with an unblemished
6-0 conference record and an
8-2 mark overall. That compares with a 1977 record of 1-81 and 1-5-1. His selection was
made by the conference
coaches.
First Teem
Mass
Danny Lee Mason,barmy Mats, back
Dale Patton, Eastern Kentucky, beck
CACil Fors, Tsonsaws isch. back
John Hall, Western Kentucky, back
David Thome, Murray Mate, tidbi cad
Ken Dew, Tosnessee Tech, tackle

Eddie Proem, Western Kentucky, wide
receiver
Wayne Anderson, Tennessee Tech,
kicker

PMI Simms, Morthesd State, quarterback
Miss Miens. Murray Mato. quer
teas&
Phi Todd, Satin Posy, tight end
Jeff Map, Western Kentucky. tackle
IMin Boa, eastbrresy,ledde
Lees Cody, Mossiasii State. goad
Fred Rodumore. Tennessee Tech,
guard

First Team
Defense
Tony Towns, Western Kentucky,
limmen
Bruce Martin, Murray State, lineman
Joe Richard, Eastern .Kentucky,
lineman
Roe Safes, Austin Peay, sad
Chris Roberts, Eastern Kedscky, end
Shut Wright. Middle Tesneasst,

Pete 'fakers, Western Kentucky. guard
Derrell Williams Middle Tonnenses,
center
Steve Puthoff, Austin Pay, wide
receiver
Derry' Drake, Western Kentucky, wide
receiver
Dorms Hunter, Morehead State, wide
reedier
David Flores, Eastern Kadocity, Steam

Joe HisasekM, Mseoketid Mate, tackle
Dan Whacky, Eastern Kentucky, guard
Dan Itutchinsoe, linersy Mats, guard
David N.M. Camara Kentucky, cater
Craig Rah, Tonnoseee Teas, wide
TOCINVIN

WARM Hayden, Weetorn Igaitsicky.
thisbnciter
Rodney Jefferson, Morehead State,
linebacker
Mike Bette, Austin Peay, back
Danny Martin, Eastern Kentucky, back
Carl Brasley, Western Fentairky, beck
Lynn Hatistock, Austin Peay, back
Joe Grimaley, Austin Peay, back
Steve Davis, Tennessee Tech, punter
Seemed Teem
Offense
Sten Mitchell, Eastern Kentucky, back
Marcos Johnien, Morehead State, back
Donald Brown, Austin Nay, beck

Ddiaes
James Shelton, Eastern Kentucky,
lineman
Roads Rockyniore, Tennessee Tech,
iineman
Bryan Stege, Anodes Pay, lineman
David Hoopsr, Tanana Tech. end
James McClellan, Middle Tennessee,
end
Dean Critkovic, Morehead State, end
Ronnie Dyer, Tennessee Tech, end
Char* DeLacey, Western Kentucky,
linebacker'
Tommy Warren, Morehead State
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With 985 yards on the
ground, Patton fini§tled
second to Johnson in rushing,
while Fore gained-568 yards in
eight games. Hall led the
league in total offense with
1,451 yards, 12 rushing and
1,439 in the air, and in passing,
CLINTON, Ky. — Following
Junior forward Mina Todd I didn't, she never would," novers in half from last week,
with 106 completions in 209 her team's second straight pumped in 16 points and
Davis said. Wyatt also dropping from 2.5 to 13.
attempts and 12 touchdowns. mauling, this-one a 63-34 grabbed 13 rebounds. She and
Lisa Kelly led Hickmaa
grabbed six rebounds.
thumping of Hickman County Ross were the only players in
_ln scoring with 15,,
players
the
Lakeea
David Thomas of Murray
Monday night, Calloway double figures.
totaled 15 assists, a figure followed by Kay Alleshire witfi
was picked at tight end spot County
girls basketball coach
Stephanie Wyatt hit four of Davis pointed to as a check- eight and Tracy Myers with
and the wide'receivers are
Marianne Davis was im- six shots for eight points, but point for, a team's per- three.
Western's Eddie Preston and
mensely more pleased than Davis admits she has to force formance. "When you have
Dawn Redden chipped in six
Tech's Craig Rolle, who paced
with an earlier victory.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson
her to shoot that much. that many, you have to be points for the Lakers,followed
the OVC in receiving with 53
The Lakers' bombed Wingo "Stephanie is so unselfish, I doing something right." by MiMi Winchester with four,
receptions for 878 yards.
74-49 to open their season last tell her to shoot sometimes. If canoway also cut its tar- and Melissa Miller, Kim Willie
The lint features Ken Dew
•
.
--•
week, but Davis complained of
and Mary. Wagoner with two
came,63,Ohm=Camay H.
sloppy
play
and
too
many
each.
of Tennessee Tech and Joe
---fg—Ige
It•
Calloway, now 2-0, has a
Huenefeld of Morehead State turnovers. It was a team efRote Ross
9 16 7
8
2
2 23
week off before hosting St.
at tackles. The guards are fort., she said, last night.
Mina Todd
8 18 0 0 13 2 16
"We passed, took good
Stephanie Wyatt
4
60 0
Mary Nov. 27. It will play at
63 8
Dean Stuckey of Eastern
Dawn Redden
3 8 0 0 ,1
I,
home against Fulton City Nov.
Kentucky and Dan Hutchinson shots, did everything that a
Mimi Winchester
4
2 60 0 /
30, then travel. to 'Marshall
of Murray, while Eastern TEAM does," said Davis."We
Melissa Miller
1
30
0
5
2
too
rough
played
last
week.
County Dec. S.
Kentucky's David Neal was
2
1
30
0
0
Kim Willie
There
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much
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center.
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college professor, she is
0
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Mary Wagoner
last night."
0
0
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Renee Overbey
working on her • degree in
to
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Davis was particularly
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0
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Penny Overbeey
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accounting.
Anderson., who happy with the play of senior
0_
Geno Hoke
0 0 0 0 -7
As a defensive cornerback Tech's Wayne
Silerri Miller
0 0 0 0 0 1
season . with 10 guard Rose Ross, but not for,
the
finished
and an occasional kick
Tends
IS 64'9 10 29 12 43
of 23 .extra the obvious reasons
23
returner; the 6-foot-2, 195- - field goals and 21
14 1BI 6 It oo 10 34
Nickolas Casty
an
conversions
or
points on nine of 16 shooting to
pound speedster isn't...exactly point
Hikkmon — Lisa Kelly, 16,, Kay Aaleshire, 8 Tracy Myers. 3.
game.
lead all scorers."Rose had six
Rose McClain, 2, Anita Bugg. 2. Dorlo Lone, 3
a household word, although he average of,4.6 points a
squad is assists, that's great. Everyone
defensive
The
70 16 14 11.63
CAPewey
was the Patriots' No. 1 draft
$ 7 1 10 - 34
Peay's back was unselfish."
Mi#11.111
choice in 1976. He justified this headed by Austin
Middle TenBetts
and
Mike
confidence by winning a new
car as the AFC'flookie of the nessee's league-leading
tackler.• "Stan Wright, a
Year
When you- flick on-your TV
screen, you don't catch Mike
Copies from Our new,
modeling pantyhose a la Joe
low-cost 695 Dry Copier are
Namath or running over
something else They're
people in airports in the
rich, black Solids are
Murray State's Jerry Odlin
fashion of O.J. Simpson.
completely filled Some say
By the Associated Press
placed 76th of 241 runners in
Conference representative in
In the weekly balloting, by a
'•It's hard to match. those the NCAA national cross
they look as if they're been
A matchup between the the Sugar Bowl, against No. 1- nationwide panel of 66 sports
two
guys,"
Haynes country championships on the nation's two top-ranked teams rated Penn State, on New writers and broadcasters,
printed See for yourself. no
acknowledges, "the best University of Colorado -In the Sugar Bowl for the Year's Day in New Orleans.
obligation Call us
Penn State, 10-0-0, received 59
quarterback and the . best campus Saturday.
national'championship?
. '
The -Nittany Lions, the firstpface votes in finishing
runner of our generation, both
Odlin, who placed 11th in
It could happen if second-- nation's only major unbeaten first by an overwhelming
with a lot of charisma, but that regionals two weeks ago, was ranked 'Alabama
beats team and atop this week's margin for the second week in
doesn't..mean there's not a lot the top Ohio Valley Con- Auburn Dec. 2 in its final AssoCiated Press college a row in The Associated Press'
out there for the other guys."
ference finisher, completing game of the season. A victory football poll with 1,306 points, major college poll.
Haynes may not model the 10,000-meter course in by the Crimson Tide would accepted a Sugar Bowl bid last
Alabama, 9-1-0, collected
pantyhose and run through 30:51.7.
make them the Southeastern week. They play their regular' three first-place votes and
airports yet, but he's doing all
season finale Friday at home moved from third place into
116 NORTH 7TH
right in making people con- ,
against 15th-'ranked Pitt- the runnerup spot with 1,213
1AAYFIEtli
247.5512
scious of how ttey look, and-sburgh.
points.
smell. His biggest contract to --date is with Shulton-USA, .
leading maker of men's
000
0000000000000
0 0 00000 OOOO
fragrances. (Old Spice and

Davis Cites Team Play In Laker Win

Danny Lee Johnson

Patriote-Mike Haynes Isn't
Just A Talented Cornerback
•

By WILL GRMISLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Young Mike. Haynes wears
three hats — theAznost visible
but not necessarily the most
iniportant beitig, that red.
White and blue helmet with the
picture of a New England
Patriot emblazoned on the
side.
"You never know when your
dumber is going to come up in
this Viisiness,- says the slim,
good-looking cornerbaCkat
the AFC Eastern Division
-leaders in the National
Football League.
-When that happens to me
— because of injury or some
other reason — I don't want to
be left out in the world without
a handle. I intend to have
something to fall back on."
So the 25-year-old Los
Angeles native out of Arizona
state is completing his college
t
- amer in his spare time and
setting himself up in business
under. the shingle "Mike
Haynes,Inc."
Need a sports figure to show
tip at the department store to

shill for a product? Call Mike
Haynes, Inc. Need an articulate after-dinner speaker?
How about someone to give an
inspirational testimony at a
church's young people's
society? Mike is your man.
"When I got into pro football, I intended to play only
threlk.years and then get into
something else," Haynes said,
"but that was based on my
getting my degree in
marketing,- writ& I failed to
get. I think that is imperative.
Besides, in the four years I've
really come to enjoy the
game. So I will play it by ear."
Sharing in the Patriots' 19-17
victory Sunday over the New
York Jets which kept them
precariously atop AFC East,
young Mike • stayed over in
New York to ,touch a few
business bases before hustling
back to Foxboro, Mass., to get
ready for next week's game
against the Colts in Baltimore.
Haynes' bride of less than a
year, his campus sweetheart,
is his business partner. Her
name is Julie. Daughter of a
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The company - says it picked
Haynes -because of his
weilgroomed appearance `and
poise. 4- "When I talk to a group of
kids, I stress grooming and
self-image," Mike says. "You
can't make it in this world
looking and acting like a
slob."
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•OSTOMY SUPPLIES
*ADULT DISPOSABLE
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Woman Wins Award
PHILADELPHIA
The
state Supreme Court has
reinstated a $125,000 award to
a woman hit by a baseball
during a Pittsburgh Pirates
baseball game on the
inaugural day el Three Rivers_
Stadium over eight years ago. ,
Evelyn M. Jones sought the._
judgment after being struck in
the eye by a baseball while
walking along a pedestrian
ramp in right field during
batting practice on July 16,
1970.
CAMBRIDGE, Mess. (AP/
-- Mike Brown, a reserve
offensive guard, has .been
named Harvard University's
106th varsityfootball captairf!
_ ti,tow,n„
l)anvers, Mass., had limited
playing time during his first'
two varsity seasons
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206 S. 4th-§t.:Murray, 753-8055
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Brave's Bob Horner
Chosen Top Rookie
In National League

Randall-Led Blues
Romp Golds 77-58
Only six days remain before their field-goal attempts, due the Gold team with 17 points.
the Murray State men open partly to good shot selection, He had only three field goals
liseir basketball season an area -.Greene
but canned 11 of 14 free
against Tennessee Wesleyan
-Some of the players,
strehavily.
throws.
at home Monday night. And Roy Taylor is one, have the
Barry Snow,a transfer from
following the Blue's 77-58 green light to shoot. Others we Paducah Community College,
• victory- -over-the- thdd in the want- rust • itryups;*'--satd- and freshman Kenny-liamfinal public scrimmage at .Greene.
moods scored 12 each It was
.University Fieldhouse last
Taylor, who shared Mr. Hammonds who drew a roar
night, Ron Greene was Basketball
honors in Indiana from the crowd with a shot
.pleased with parts of it.
after his senior season in high attempt late in the first half.
"We played with good in- school, hit
The 6-5 freshman from
seven of 11 attensity at times, and our tempts for the
Cincinnati
drove the lane and
Blues and
defense wasn't bad," said the finished with 14
points. 6-11 leaped for a dunk. It bounded
first-year Racer coach. "But center Mike
Diederick also off the back of the rim,
'we fouled too much."
had 14 and grabbed eight however, and the Blues
While many college in- rebounds.
recovered.
Nteasquacf games are shooting
"We still have a long way to
Tom
.oxhibitions Ulat run into triple
Leffler, another go," said Greene, "but we're
figures on the scoreboard,last returnee from last year, led getting there."
'Ilight's contest saw hawking
Ma 77,Gold 54
„defense by both teams and
some stellar offeftsiveefforts.
fgy -700
Ito Fri
Bebe-JacksonSenior returnee John
z 7 3 3
1
3 6
Roy Taylor
7 11
0 0
Randall scored 19 points and
2 2 14
Allen Mann
6 13
0
1
7
4 12
helped a second-half surge to
John Randall
6 12
7 lo
8
2 19
lead the Blues, a team comMike Diederick
7 It
0
1
8 2 14
posed of the top eight players
David Lowry
1
3
3
4
2
4
5
at this point, to their 19-point
Keity Oglesby
2
5
1
2
5
2
5
Horvey McNeal
'edge.
1
2
0 0
2
1
2
Team
rebounds
2
The Golds led 28-27 at
Totals
32 59 13 20 37 20 77
halftime, but the Blues used 61
Gold
percent shooting thereafter to
Gordon Melton
4
8
O
0
2
2
8
make the game a rout.
Herman Boyd
2
8
O
0
6
0
4
We had four freshman at
Barry Snow
5 14
2
3
8
1 12
Robert Kelly
one point in the game for the
1
4
O
0
5
4
2
Tom Leffler
3
9 41 /4
5
Gold, and they did a good job.
2 17
Tom Adams
1
5
1
2
3
4
3
They were really scrapping,"
Kenney Hammonds
4
8
4
7
3
3 12
said Greene.
Team rebounds
6
Both teams hit over half
Totals
• 27 48 15 22 38 12 58

By the Associated Press
runs, had 17 doubles and one
ATLANTA - This has been triple.
a year Bob Horner will relish
He had a .2,36 batting
average and a .539 slugging
for a lifetime.
"What else can happen in a percentage, fourth best in the
-year4=1---the slugging third league -behind -Pittabiggh"abaseman of the Atlanta Dave Parker, Los Angeles'
Braves wondered Monday fteggie Smith and Cincinnati's
after being named the George Foster. He did not
National League Rookie of the have enough at bats, however,
Year by the laseball Writers to qualify for league
recognition in slugging perAssociation orAmerica.
'That's absolutely fan- centage.
The Sporting News earlier
tastic," said Horner, who
began lifting weights Monday named Horner the collegiate
to rehabilitate his left Player of the Year after he
shoulder following -corrective batted over .400 and hit 25
home runs for Arizona State,
surgery on Oct. 3.
"That caps off a year that which lost to Southern
I'll probably never forget the California in the College
rest of. my life - getting World Series finals.
His ratio of one home run for
married, college Player of the
Year and Rookie of the Year," every 14.04 at-bats was the
best .ever recorded by ahe added.
Horner, the No. 1 choice in Rookie of the Year award
last June's free agent draft, winner, surpassing the one for
played only half a season to every 14.77 at-bats set by
win the award, which is Willie McC,ovey when he broke
decided by the votes of two in with the San Francisco
BBWAA members in each of Giants.
"I just think he's got a super
the league's 12 franchise
John Randall lays in two of his 19 during the Blue-Gold game at University fieldhouse lost night.
future ahead of him," said
cities.
Rondall's 19 points paced the Blues to o 77-58 victory.
Homer reeeived 121
/
2 votes Atlanta Manager Bobby Cox.
•Staff photo by Tony WiLson
to beat out shortstop Ozzie "He will be capable of winning
Smith of the San Diego Padres the RBI and home run titles in
and pitcher Don Robinson of the future, and he's a good
the Pittsburgh Pirates, the third baseman.
"Robinson and Smith were
only other players gaining
support in the balloting. Smith great candidates, but all along
I thought Horner deserved it,"
had 8/
1
2votes and Robinson 3.
"They were both real good Cox said. "He can carry the
candidates, for the award, Braves for some years to
too," Homer said. "I wished come. never expected him to
one eard that would have free kick gave the Dolphins them all the best, but I'm do what he did."
By the Associated Press
HOUSTONIt was sup- gotten me 200, that didn't the ball at the Houston 45-yard happyto win it myself."
Smith hit .258 and stole 40
posed to be Earl Campbell vs. matter as long as we won. If I line. Miami appeared poised
Appearing in 89 games after bases for the Padres and
Delvin Williams, a battle of hadn't gained the 56.to go over .to put the game away.
joining the Braves on June 16, Robinson had a 14-6 record
"After the safety we got the
Loop, that wouldn't have
two super running backs.
Homer hit 23 homers and and 3.47 earned run average
ball in good position and didn't
mattered just so's we won.,_
It was no contest.
drove in 63 runs. He scored 50 for the Pirates.
-When I first came intollIfe- get anything," said Griese.
"I don't try to compete
league
the only goal I set for "That was the. key series.
compare
or
anybody
against
NASHVILLE - - Murray that we were forced to play hosts.
myself
Was to try and stay They have a good defense and
said
anybody,"
to
myself
Maddox
led
the
Sissy
State's Women outscored tentatively," Smith said.
healthy
all season and go out you're not going to score every
softHouston's
Campbell,
winners with 19 points, inVanderbilt from the field 62-52
Vanderbilt hit 24 of 33 free
and
do
my
best. I don't go out time you get the ball."
was
And
there
rookie.
spoken
foul
Monday night, but the real throws, compared to 11 of 16 cluding nine of 13fzp4e
Coach Don Shula agreed,
there
trying
to break records.
comcould
anybody
way
game was at the free_ throw for the Racers. "Just check
line. Vandy hit only 39 percent nonoting that "the turning point
I
don't
run
with
the
ball
him
after
anybody
with
pare
line. .
--the foul and -Tree throw --01-1U-field-goatatterhpts.
was the drive that stalled after
Murray, 1-1, travels to he ran roughshod over Miami thinking I'm gonna be better
The Racers were whistled columns. That's the story,"
thesafety."
-than
somebody
or
get
more
-Monday
City,
Tenn.,
Nov.
30M-for 31 feta; Several players she said. Murray fould 12 Johnson
The North Calloway boys Steve Young, 4; Brian tebThe safety itself didn't seem
• His four touchdown runs, his yards than somebody.
face East Tennessee.
spent a good part of the more times (31-19) than the
to bother Pastorini or Houston and the Murray Middle girls be,tts, 2; Bruce Lamb,2.
"I
just
try
and
do
my
best,
them
with
yards,
81
of
199
'contest on the bench due to
were winners in area juniorMurray Middle 21 - Al
barely a minute to play for that's all. Sometimes my best Coach Bum Phillips.
them and the Commodores
Vanderbilt 76, Murray 73
The first ,thing I looked at high basketball action Mon- Wells, 13; Howard Billington,
looks
like
my
worst,
but
it's
to
be
the
turned
out
what
fg fgo ft Ito rb pt tp
nipped the visitors 76-73.
4; Steve McDougal, 1; David
Cindy Barrix
winning score in the Oilers' 35- not important how it looks. when I got up was the clock," day.
10 14
4
4
6
5 24
"We outplayed them-from
Keith Lovett poured in 24 McCuiston,3.
Jackie Mounts
8 16
0
2 12
5 16
30 victory - all those were What matters is how we do, said Pastorini,"and we had a
the floor," said Murray coach
Laura Lynn
lot of time left. I don't think I points and grabbed 21
5 14
4
4
3
4 14
merely surface numbers, not whether we win."
Jean Smith. "But we could
Mario Kelsch
at East Calloway
5 13
3
5
1
5 13
Without him, of course, the should have called the play, to rebounds to pace North to a 33great
how
of
just
indicative
never be agressive. Right
Mary Jane Gates
1
4
0 0
5
4
2
21
triumph
over
Murray
Puryear
boys 57, East 30you.
I
think
it
be
honest
with
Oilers
would
have
been
winner
Trophy
this Heisman
from the start, we were in foul
Barbara Her
1
2 0 0 0
2
2
Middle.
Jeff
,
Garrison,
14; Terry
Rob
Anderson
I
figured
it
was
a
bad
call.
But
from the University of Texas nothing Monday night. With
trouble.
Jeanette Rowon
, 0 0
0 0
0
2
0
Marvell
chipped
in
Stubblefield,
5;
11
for
the
winners,
was
about
time
for
the
defense
73
Houston
holding
Williams
to
Kim
Morels
may become.
0 0:0
1 - 0
: Vanderbilt never trailed in
s
while
Al
Wellsl
ed
Murray
Williams,
8;
John
Fortis,
1;
life."
to
come
to
Kathy Hughes
o o oo o 7 o
His explosive performance yards rushing ( Miami finished
the game, but Murray made it
scorers
with
13.
2.
Tim
Cook,
Phillips
observed:
And
Tommy Boone
O
00
I
I
with
127
on
o
the
ground
to
the
o
to
fourth
vaulted him from
a contest, thailks mainly to a,atily Hughes
Donna Rousse scored 12
• o o o o o 1 o
first in National Football Oilers' 265) the Dolphins had "That was really kind of early
tiree-minute stretch 'in the
Lisa LaMar
o o
o o 1 o
points
to pare the Murray
Puryear girls 40, East 27safety
in
the
ballgame.
The
to
count
much
more
on
Bob
1,143
League rushing :411.11second half.
Team rebounds
S
girls'
56-2
mauling
of
Vicki
Houghton, '14; Noreen
IN-Middle.
wasn't
a
major
thing.
yards, 13 morelhan Williams (iriese's passing.
Vandy led 71-54 with under
Totals
31 68 11 /6 35 31 73
North.
Brenda
Fox
and
Herndon,
5; Lorri Green, 4;•
wasn't
serpthing
we
to
wanted
And
Griese
was
Superb,
the
and just 29 fewer than
four minutes remaining, but
Monica
Beth
Hooks,
4.
Greene
eight
time
scored
at
give
up;
but
thesame
rookie record of 1,172 set four completing _23of 33 attempts_
i
es Racers reeled off 16
Ann Morrow
and
seven
9 5- -6
points,
respecwas
wairi
f
something.that
It
for
349
yard
and
two
touchDon
years ago by San Diego's
aInt points'tofull -within
Sissy Maddox
.5 9 9 13 6 4 19
downs, a 10-yarder to Nat gonna decide the game. I tively. Gina Coy had,Nortifs
Woods.
e, 71-70, with &minute to go.
Cindy Freeman'.
3 13
4
3
9
31
lone two points.
-Decision Soon
His four touchdowns-from Moore to open the scoring and knew that.
"We were pressing well, but
Allison Floyd
3 13
4 6 4 3 /0
At
East
Calloway,
a
strong-Earl,
he
decided
it.
Karen McGinn
1, 6, 12 and 81 yards - gaVe an 11-yarder to Jimmy. Cefalo
5 12
o- 1 2 o 70
atter we got that close, we
"He messed up our game Puryear Junior High squad On Oklahoma St.
Cathy Bender
O 100020
him 12 fir- the season, just one on the game's final play.
gOve them an easy one," said
plan
pretty good, too, there at capetired both contests-The-Diane Beosley3 4
2
2
1
I
One-yard runs by Williams
8
shy of the rookie record set by
Smith. Vandy broke the press
STTLLWATER, Okla. (AP)
Teresa Lawrence
2 3, 1 2 2 4-5
Phillips laughed. East boys fell 57-30, while
end,"
the
in
the
second
period
and
Leroy
Cookie Gilchrist in 1962.
.•
and scored the clinching
Ginnie Myers
O
1
O
0
I
0 0
dropped
Oklahoma State Univerthe
East
run—Puryear
for'hirn
to
"The
plan
was
And as the names were Harris in the third scored the
Wisket off a layup to hand the
Totals:
26 66 24 33 31 /9 76
girls 40-27.
sity's athletic director, Dr.
down,
then
run
the
for
a
first
other
touchdowns.
But,
Miami
tossed around - Woods,
lacers their first defeat. They
Jeff Garrison led the East Richard Young, said he exclock out."
Gilchrist, Williams, and the for a few moments it seemed
Whipped the same Vandy
boys with 14, while Vicki pects to have an aneach
team
at
result
left
The
the
two
points
would
biggest
bigger ones like Brown,
m 81-66 at home last
Houghton's 14 points paced the nouncement by Thursday
Simpson, Payton and Dorsett be A.IDuhe's end-zone tackle 8-4, Houston two games behind
turciay.
concerning the future of the
girls.
American
in
the
Pittsburgh
of
Houston
Dan
Quarterback
- Campbell's voice became
,Guard Cindy Barrix conschool's
head football coach,
Central
Division
Conference's
Pastorini, who had passed 15
almost plaintive.
tinuted
her long-range
at Murray Middle
Jim Stanley.
back
of
one
Miami
and
yards
for
to
Mike
Barber
he
"Please, please,sault, hitting 10 of 14, most
A Tulsa newspaper Monday
Murray Middle girls 56 frcintrunning New England in
begged, "Don't put me on the Houston's other touchdown.
them from 15 feet or more,
Mel Kelly, 2; Jill Burkeen,4; quoted unnamed sources as
AFC
East.
the
Dube's
safety
gave
the
for
spot. I don't set goals
lead all scorers with 24
"There's no reason we can't Donna Rousse, 12; Velvet saying Stanley would either
By the Associated Press
ints.
is in a football conference," myself now. The game I had Dolphins a 23-21 lead with
catch the Steelers," said Jones, 5; Brenda Fox, 8; resign or, be fired within two
still
12:25
to
play,
and
the
ensuMg
;Center Jackie Mounts hit
CINCINNATI - Ralph Staub told a boosters club tonight,. I didn't plan it. That
PIMA %those -Wert beat --Monica Greene, 7; Connie weeks.
efght of 16'for 16 points and Staub, University of Cin- Monday.
Young said Monday he
Pittsburgh on a Monday night Spann, 12; Raysha Roberts,4;
hauled in 12 rebounds. She, cinnati football coach, has
"Maybe it's a little too much
hasn't been able to meet with
game earlier this season. Leslie Thompson,2.
Ptarrix .and Marla Kelsch all ended two years of silence on work for him-to do to run a full
North 2-Gina Coy,2.
OSU President Dr. Lawrence
"We've been coming from
*led out. Guard Laura Lynn the subject and called for the conference. I'd like to make it
Berger yet to discuss the
.
behind In our games most all
d 14 points, but sat out much Metro Conference - to add harder on him,-Staub said.
North boys 33 - Keith matter. He„., said, however,
year and there's no reason we
football.
the game with four fouls.
Reached at St. Louis, Metro
Lovett, 24; Rob Anderson, 11; "It's inevitable."
can't do it some more."
Members of the conference Commissioner Larry Albus
'Laura is our sparkplug,"
d Smith. "With her out, play each other in basketball, wasn't biting,.
Methodist, 42-28; Arkansas,
cross country, golf, indoor and
re not as smooth a team."
By the Associated Press
"I'm not going to debate
urray shot a sizzling 59 outdoor track, swimming and with Ralph Staub or anybody
From rags to riches and 20-9; Texas Christian, 63-6,
rcent from the field in the tennis, but not football.
else on who's doing what. I back again...and again...and and Texas, 10-7. If the Cougars
"We have a man sitting at would just say that from the again. That seems to be the bear-either Texas Tech or
half but still trailed 41-35
intermission. "We shot the head of the conference and day the conference was for- story of the unpredictable Rice, they'll make it to the
Cotton Bowl for the second
,but we so mired in fouls I don't know how interested he med, some schools have been Houston Cougars.
time
in three years.
a
and
They went from 8-3-1
more intersted in football than
"We got our injured players
others. I think everyone within trip to the Bluebonnet Bowl in
the conference has said that 1974 ... to a 2-8 record in back and last year's freshmen
football could become a 1975.. to 10-2 and the South- are oonling along," i% the way
explained „ .the
conference sport at some point west Conference host team in Yeoman
the Cotton Bowl in 1976...to a Cougars'success.
in time," Albus said.
Two years ago, Houston's
Staub's 4-6 Bearcats close so-so 6-5 mark last year when
the season Saturday with injuries took their toll. And first season in the SWC,
Memphis State, also 4-6. But this season, Hpuston is 8-1 Yeoman said there was no
he said Cincinnati is turning despite a 17-3 opening-game question the Cougars took
loss to Memphis State and the folks by surprise. They beat
its program around.
Staub said the most im- Cougars' victims include the Baylor 23-5 for openers. And,
portant reason for conference likes of Texas, Arkansas, after a non-conference 49-14
football
is the possibility of a Texas A&M and Florida State. loss to Florida, they whipped
Classes Begin
.
"We probably sneaked up on Texas A&M 21-10.
bowl game tie and television
"I don't think Baylor had
December 4th
Florida State," said Coach
exposure plus nevenue.
"That's the direction we Bill Yeoman, 'but I don't the slightest idea we could
have to be moving in," Staub think we sneaked up on play," Yeoman said. "A&M,
Baylor,. A&M,SMU, Arkansas too. It was hard to get excited
said.
or Texas. I don't think Florida about a team that lost eight
Enroll Now!
State paid much attention to games the year before.
753-0129
us. The Memphis State game
A big reason for Houston's
SYRACUSE, N.Y. - Bill may have softened them up." success is membership in
or 753-7370
the
Spigner of Hamden. Conn.,
Houston
wasn't over- SWC. The Cougars made their
captured tile $60,000 Syracuse whelming in its second game. conference debut in 1976 after
Open stop on the Professional either, a 42-25 victory over
YcItr§:74.s.241414,PVUlen1
-msamumaitester
• ...cfvf.pkrairv,-arsaite
'
-firrOfter's ittsoetatiotrtottr wittr--11517-But Vti_Taine
an(._ promptly _embarrassed
totallarei Or 9737
Baylor; 20-18; everyone by going to the
the 42-game tournament.
Texas A&M, 33-0; Southern CottonScivii.
•
.' ,•

Campbell's 199 Yards
Pumps Houston 35-30

Oree Throws Difference

n MurrayWornen's Loss

Lovett Paces North;
Murray Girls Win

tsy

Metro-7 Conference
To Compete In Football ?

I

Unpredictable Houston
Now On The Upswing

Boy's Gynmastic Classes
*Tumbling

*Floor Exercising
*Horizontal Bar
*Parallel Bars

Evenings
6:00 p.m.
to 1:00 p.m.

Murray Tennis
Inc

C

'S

Convenience Food Stores

Will Be Open
All Day Thanksgiving

0•

0

`joke' Results
In Death To
Two Women

•

••

ID•

•
••
00

•
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40 0

••

0

Prices Good Thanksgiving Day Only

KIRBYVILLE, Texas ( AP)
— State police say a collision
in which two women were
killed when their car crashed
headon into a vehicle carrying
their husbands may have been
caused by a -playful "joke"
that backfired.
occurred
crash
The
gnturday on a rural road three
miles east of this southeastern
Texas town. The women were
identified as Denise Balew,25,
and Cheryl Pearce, 21, both of
Call. The men were not inDepartment of Public
Safety officer O.W. Lane said
tb-.: two women were returning
train work in a compact car
being driven by Mrs. Balew.
Their husbands, Michael
Bedew and Timothy Pearce
werecoming from the opposite direction in a pickup
drixen by Balew.
Lane said the two men had
planned to meet their wives on
the road and tell them they
were going hunting. But when
the drivers came in view,
Lane said, they recognized
each other and both swerved
uto the opposite lane apparently in a playful attempt
to scare the other.
Both drivers then swerved
back to the appropriate sides
of the road, but Lane said Mrs.
Balew apparently swung her
car too far to the right and lost
control of the car, which
lurcbe4 into the path of the
pickup truck being driven tiy
her husband.
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Open Thanksgiving Day
12 Awn til 7 p.m.
Boxed

Christmas
Cards

Santa Clause

Reg.
$1.47

21 Oz. Plastic Doll
Size
Bottle
Reg.$1.00
Save 34‘

66c

H9022

Specialist degree programs
Murray State University to
guidance counselors
igst superintendents have
geed 'reacvredited by- the
Council __I _for;
_ —National
$1creditation of Teacher
fEducation (NCATE) for
-another seven- years.
Lyn
Gubser, NCATE
director, notified Dr. Constnntine W. Curris, Murray
State president, that the
council voted in its October
meeting in Nashville to
continue accreditation of the
prams until Sept. 1, 1985.
The programs were first
accredited in 1973.
A four-niember NCATE
evaluation team visited the
campus in the spring to review
the programs and to prepare a
recommendation for the
council. Murray State is one of
two schools in Kentucky offering NCATE-accredited
programs at Ike specialist
level to prepare both guidance
cormselors and superintendents.
Dr. Donald B. Hunter, dean •
of the College of Human 0
Development and Learning,
said the reaccreditation by
KATE, an organization with
headquarters in Washington,
D.C., is "indicative of the
quality of the programs."
He added that continuing
NCATE accreditation is
significant because it enables
Moir* State graduates to
'M* to about JO other
states which recognize
NCATE accreditation.
A list of institutions offering
programs accredited by
NCATE is published by the
council each year.

•

Roses'
•Thanksgiving
Day
1:00-5:00 P.M.

Baby Wool Let Go is 18" tall,
has Worlds hair, has cute dress
and panties on.

Fire
Screen

FOL ING
UMBRELLAS

PASU Program
Are Accredited

will be at

Choice of 16.or 18 to Box
Winter Wonderland Assorted

Bubble
Bath

•

Kids

Splash Guard
0. ',S
Reg.$16.97
Save

AMF

Jr
Dirt
Squirt

Baby

THAT AWAY

Trike
Baby That Away toddies on
with you while you hold her
hands

SPECIAL!
Behsei® Portable
BlackiaWhite

Reg. $24.96
Save $10.00

Completely transistorized.
Telescoping VHF antenna. Limited
quantities(1979)
Reg.$79.00
Save $10.00

$

900

Bar
Stereo

Prieter/LEI

Calcifator
Reg $97.00
$30.00Save

LATCH
HOOK KIT

$6700

Westinghouse Fined
In Bribe Scandal

•

WASHINGTON (AP)— The
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
pleaded guilty to giving
$323,000 in bribes to a former
deputy premier of Egypt, and
was fined $300,000 under a plea
bargaining agreement
questioned by the judge in the
eaS41.
•
U.S.
District
Judge
Harrington D. Parker said the
"court had- serious reservations" whether an initial
pies bargaining agreement •
that concealed the identity 'sof
the bribe recipient "promotes
the ends of justice." ,
Parker said that even with
full disclosure, "some may
have reservations today
whether this promotes the
ends of justice"
Westinghouse admitted that
cOinpany officials paid the
Wilma to Ahmed Sultan
brnail, a former deputy
• -0881ilei- of Egypt; In return
-11IrliWard of 130 nilliton in
06wer plant contracts to
Westinghouse.

•

24" CHRISTMAS TREE
Complete 33-piece Christmas Tree Set
includes tree, stand and ornaments

Shower
Massage
by Water PBC
$1 288
111,EACH
Wail

mount Shower
Wimps by Water Pik
Easy to install

20 LITE SET
Christmas Tree lites with 20 assorted colored or 20 clear bulbs, Easy
to use.

z0
CPO
SET

Christmas Garland 147
3- x 15' lush and heavy banded
galand in several holiday colors.

BO'
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Your Individual
Horoscope

4;0

Frasces Drake

ids

Backboard
and Goal
Set with
Weatherproof
Net ...

Freshen
Up
Gum

Clause

n11 be at

see

188
1
4 REG.
16.88

oft WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 22, 1978
-- What kind of day Ira
tomorrow be? To find out seliat
the stars say, read the.
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

Dr."J"
Basketball
by Spalding®

1388
REG.
9.96

Spalding official sue Dr
J Basketball Raised
channel design for excellent ball control

Pressed wood with orange target
area. Features/
2-inch goal, 8 no1
ties and weather proof net. Backboard is 42"x12"x48".

Reg 20‘

1OP1 00

[giving
lay

Plastic

Cookie Or Cake Container
with map on cover
Reg.$1.28

1:IXI PM.

Save 51r
Remington Mohawk
Long Range

Shells
/i01,33alia‘j

Reg. 2/$7.00

$199
Now

O

Box

No
Layaways
12"
Sidewalk

Porcelain Enamel

Boston

Bike

Rocker

For Off Road Use
No Brakes
with Training Wheels

Roaster
The All American .

Crockery

Save 8.08

$25°°

'2388

Electric Cooker
& Server • •

Special Price

21 Piece

Pick-Up
Pete

Socket
- Wrenchlet
Best Quality, Triple
Chrome Plated
RusrProof

Reg.$7.9'7
Save $3.09

No Layaway
Ages 2.to 5

-

Reg.$29.90
Save 10.00

$488

SPECIAL!
Collector's
dolt

e Set

ISSO;i•

Easy

nded

No Layaway

SET

Pines
Mobile

68

Japoly

SET

rid 147
BOX

YOU BORN TODAY thrive
on excitement and pleasure on
one hand, delight in intellectual thought and study
on the other. You will have to
work to achieve a good
,balance and not go to extremes in either direction.
Music means a great deal to
you and could provide an
outlet for your talents. Even if
you go off in another career
direction, you will turn to
relaxation
for
music
throughout your life. DOn't
give into the temptation to
fritter away time and talent.
You can have a brilliant future
if you apply youself. Birthdate
of: Geraldine Page, actress,
Billie Jean King, tennis star;
floagy Carmichael, composer.

Reg.$1.77

REE688

Ages 2-6
Reg. 39.97
Save $15.00

General Electric
Deluxe

Toast-R-Oven
Reg.$41.98

•

8

Polaroid® One Step® •
The One Step I the ultimate
camera tor ramie, ocrvereent
'You eat gull+ one
alp doe. Oho reel
Then IS no SoaiNho The ree
Pte IS heeded to you meowedmeny by the rrootoy.arlyen
canon

tr=risrAx.
04

'2688

nvelP

wrike,V

Cook
Pot

Reg.$44.00
Save $19.00
Reg.$31.96

Up tp
15 Lbs.
Reg.$6.67,
Save $2.19

ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 frer4
Don't let irritation result in
a show of temper that could
leave a lasting impression on
some VIPs. Self-control is
essential.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Your marvelous mood wdl
get a further lift today_wbm&
you are on the receiving eattei
a compliment from somata,
you like enormously.
GEMINI
Iii(May 22 to June 21) 114
A little selfishness is in
order. Don't let others take
advantage of your good
nature. Do what you want to
do for a change.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
If you lose patience with an
older person today, you will
regret it later. Make an extra
effort to be sympathetic and
understanding — it won't be
easy.
LEO
"
July 24 to Aug. 2314001A
An unexpected. opportunity puts you in the driver's seat:
This could be the chance you
have been waiting for to activate some carefully made.
plans.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) /111)Ii_..‘
A lazy morning, a glum
midday, but there's a surprise
in store tonight that will make
today one you will remember
pleasurably for a long time to
come.
LIBRA
41
11--1(Sept. 24 to Oct.-23 •zCreativity reigns supreme,
especially for those involved
with literature or music. Mind
power is at a peak for the next
week.
SCORPIO
•( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Stop escalation when: ft
comes to home arguments.
It's not always what you say
but the tone in which you say it
that infuriates others and
starts a battle.
SAGITTATUUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Everything stimulates yeur
fertile imagination today —
people, weather, music,..food.
You will engage everyone wi(lp
your amusing flights of fancy!:
t
CAPRICORN
--(Dec. 22 to an 20) VilK19.-- You play super sleuth and,
using your keen powers of
perception, come up with the
,solution to a problem that has
had everyone else baffled for
some time.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You don't usually strike
back, but today someone says
something that touches a raw
nerve. Your enraged reaction
will make this person treat
you much more carefully end
respectfully in the future.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 Mar. 20)
This is not ...your favorite
time of year, so you are
wishing away time, longing
for spring. Instead, take a new
look at now. It could be fun,
but you have to make it so...

$2497

0

PARA-SENSORY
TORONTO (AP) — The
University of Toronto School
of Continuing studies is offering a workshop in "pal&
sensory awarenes.4" in which
students receive training
aimed at reawakening "the
wonder Rad
of
sense
fascination with the world that
all of us -- experienced as
children'," according to it
.school publiEation.
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Home Hints

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

1 Here's the Answer ofi
lky ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeanwes

Q. — I have read several ID terpretations of the new tax
laws affecting the sales of
homes by persons 55 years and
older, but I have to admit that
I am somewhat confused As I
understand it, the old law said
that anyone 65 or over would
not have to pay tax on the prof-_-14 radian:I from a boost that

sold for $35,000 or less I bebeve that sales price has now.
bean raised to $100,000 and the
age lowered 10 years Yet I
recently read that there would
be no profit on the sale of a
house even if it were sold for
half a million dollars as long as
the profit was $100,000 or less
It seems to me this is a horse
of a different color or perhaps I
should say a house of a different color Am I right or am I
getting dense in my old age'
A. - You aren't getting
dense no matter how old you
are Since the law was signed
the night before election day, I
.havelieard discussions among
tax experts as to the exact provisions of the Revenue Act of
1978 There were differences of
opinion, too. so rdid some research on the subject. First,
let's start with the old - law.Yes, it said that anyone 65 or
older who sold a house would
have to pay no tax on the profit
.realized from the first $35,000
of the sale That meant that if
you sold a house for 150,000,
there would be a tax only on
the profit from the amount over

135,000; that is, on 115,000. The
new law, as far as I have been
able to tell, says nothing about
thk sales Mice of a house sold
by anyone 55 or older. It says

1For either of Andy Lang s
Plumbing Repairs," send 35
cents and a long, STAMPED,
s e 1 (-addressed envelope to
Know-How, P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N.Y. 117C. Questions of
general intendt will be an-

,

less of it than we supposed,"
says Virginia Habeeb, author
and home economist,
A university study MS found,
she says,that
so-called nonUbeettednTitart is -- getting -

11111 •• ID 0

swered in the colunin, but individual correspondence cannot

be undertaken
_

Bold Bavs
Revitalize
F'asg Charm

windows. The grilles

washing the glass much
simpler.
Perma-Shield Narroline
angle-bay windows are
available at local lumber
dealers or building supply
stores.

Chimney and Flue Fires
are on the increase 'make on appointment now, to
have your chimney, wood stove or oil burner
cleaned by a professional' We .guarontee that we
will leave-no mess f
-et

CHIMNEY SWEEPS

159-4818
Member Murray Chamber of Commerce

JOHN SMITH
' CYNTHIA CAA4111.F
• film CAUery.ajetiorneik,!•/Ae,gct
..yritthiacaatrit*

CURIOSITY SEEKERS
• If you intend to implant a "for Sale by Owner.'
sign in your front yard, be prepared for the
inevitable "curiosity seekers.- Youll probably spend
more time tramping through the house with
curiosity seekers than showing it to firm prospects.
Your "for Sale by Owner- sign leaves you open to
all types of people and problems. For example, a
visitor may present an offer to buy on which he
doesn't intend to followthrough. You may make
plans based on acceptinwit, only to learn that the
'prospect" had no intention of completing the
agreement.
A Realtor has the experience to unmask the insincere offer and turn it away before it does any
harm. In fact, the presence of a Realtor usually will
disch.arge any attempts of that sort. He will qualify
prospects in advance and allrlw only those who are
definitely prospective buyers - not curiosity seekers
- to inspect your home.

JOHN SMITH, REALTOR
Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime

OR '
ito*Telent153.11111$

critnieGonzbia71104X1...—

Hill Harrison 759-4531

1.inda MCK1nney75.1-411iff

more help from her mate than
the wife whose time is constricted by a job outside the
home.
Figures show that husbands
of full-tune homemakers spend
about one and a quarter hours
each day helping their wives.
But husbands whose wives
bring in a dollar from outside
employment pitch in only about
36 minutes a day.
Whale the typical hausfrau
averages 40 hours a week at
housework, Ms. Habeeb says,
statistics show working women
spend 26 hours a week at it, in
addition to their 36 to 40 hours
devoted to the salaried job,
This topsy-turvy situation

•-•
•, • •

Many American homeowners hive Colonial architecture ao long as they don't
have to adapt to earlyAmerican lifestyles. Modern homeowners aren't
about to go back to the
days when homes were
without wisclv C4:911 verriences-as central heating and air
conditioning, plumbing,
work-saving kitchens or
building materials that
combine ease ofinstallation
with low maintenance.
Perma-Shield Narroline
angle-bay windows manufactured by Andersen Corporation are an example of
how manufacturers link
Colonial charm with .up-todate comfort and the convenience of low-main,tenance vinyl.
The preservative-treated
wood core frame and sash is
clad in long-lasting, lowmaintenance rigid vinyl.
-Andersen Perma-Shield
Narroline windows are
available as 30 or45-degree
angle-bays and come preassembled and ready for installation.
Factory-applied rigid
vinyl weatherstripping,
twice as weathertight as accepted industry standards
for allowable air infiltration, assures snug closure.
When glazed with doublepane insulating glass.,heat
loss through the glass areas
is sharply reduced.
Divided light grilles of
rigid. vinyl to give these

snap in or out and make

Cans of "Soul" brand beer,
brewed in Los Angeles, brought
$255 from beer can collectors
on the rumor — later proved
false — that the brewery had
been destroyed in riots.

By ELAINE Q. BARROW
AP Newsleatures
Housework has become a umsex labor - theoretically
In practice, it's a different
story, says an expert in home
management.
"Studies show that men married 4/ marking Mess are-doing

booklets, "Wood Finishing in,
the Home" or "Make Simple

such a person may exclude
from gross income up to $100,_000 of the GAINS realized from
the sale of a principal resi. &ace. To put it another way.
the sale price has nothing to do
' with the matter; the profit
does. Of course, the seller must
meet some other requirements
besides age, so if you plan on
selling a house, better check
with the Bureau of Internal
Revenue to see whether you
fall into the right category. Another change in the law affects
home sellers whatever their
ages. PreviouslY you paid no
tax on the profit from the sale
of a house if you bought another house at the same or . a. higher price during a period of 18
months. While that provision
—obit- applies, an armationsi
clause says that You can do this can be purchased as an opmore than once in an 18-month tion with Narroline angleperiod if you are relocating for
bay

employ-ment reasons.

Working Wives Also Do Home Chores
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FLOOR

PLAN

Is the price of a new home
too much for, your pocketTHIS STATELY,one-story three-bedroom house has a wood-and-brick exterior finish, Inbook? How about the purside, a spacious family room has a beamed cathedral ceiling v. ith a slate-hearth fireplace
chase of an older home?
and sliding glass doors to a rear terrace. The master suite includes a sky-lighted dressing
Buying an older home can
room with private bath,,For more information on Plan HA1065K, write-enclosing a
haye distipct advantages
stamped, self-addressed envelope-- to architect Charles Koty, .27 Harry Park Court, Searin location, charm, detailington. N.Y., 11507.
ing and solid construction,
especially if you take the
time to assess it carefully
and consider_ the home's
real value before purchase.
Andersen Corporation of
Bayport, Minnesota,a leading window manufacturer,
creases hanging space by more
By ANDY LANG
offers these tips on what
than 50 percent and more than
AP Newsfeatures
-makes an older house
doubles existing shelf
What's new on the market')
desirable: space...and that no special
tools or skill are required for
By STEPHEN if. MILLER
•Look for accessibility to
THE PRODUCT - Electrical
installation.
SLAPY,-Czechoslovakia(AP)
transportation, shopping,
insulators.
outlet
— "We call these the forest cotrecreation, schools and
Manufacturer's claim - That
THE PRODUCT - A device
tages," saios Vera Jelinkova,
•churchea..
insulators
prevent
the
these
for visibly identifying house
walking through a any commu• Seek an established
passage of 93 percent of the air
numbers, day or night.
ruty of vacation houses in tall
house
neighborhood that is attracusually
enters
the
that
Manufacturer's claim - That
trees beside a Vltava River rest h r o.0 g h electrical receptive, nicely landscaped and
this product connects to your
ervoir.
tacles. . .that they are made of
where pride of ownership is
-We're from the meadow cotdoorbell with two low voltage
resilient synthetic material that
evident in the upkeep-4
wires and gives off a soft glow
tages," she says, referring to a
on
electrical
provides
a
snug
fit
homes.
-oeighbonng group of about -44
for continuous,positive residen- _
outlets and s*Reli plater .that— tial identification. . .that the op
more cottages.
•Consider the house pTan
any
not
interfere
in
they will
crating cost of its three watts is
Director of a children's dayand
the room layout careway with the movement of elecper
hal f-a-cent
care center, she and her carabout
fully, keeping your family
tricity.. .that installation is
penter husband were pioneers
day...that it comes with wain mind. Are there enough
simple and can be one in a
in-the riverside "chata" comterproof address numbers
bedrooms, more than one
each
.and
that
minutes.
few
and
perfect
munity, hauling bricks
which are notched for
bath, adequate storage
sealer is designed to fit -the
wood over primitive forest
alignment. . .and that it is
_most common size cover, but
space, is the kitchen up to
roads to an open meadow 18
made with a white acrylic plascan be trimmed easily if Jsed
date, is there space for
years ago
tic that- is waterproof.
on 'a smaller cover.
In the years since then, their
children's activities? If you
simple weekend refuge has be( Do-it-yourselfers will find
can find these features,
THE PRODUCT - A spraycome one of almost 200,000 such
Much valuable information in
don't let relatively minor
on
mildew
stain
remover.
hideaways erected in a moveAndy lang's handbook, "Pracflaws dissuade you from ,
Manufactures's
claim
That
ment that has resisted governtical Home. Repairs." available • . purchase.
this product will remove all
ment control and evaded mateby sending $1..50 to this new'sOld, drafty, in-need-or—
traces
of
mildew
stain
without
rial shortages and other Czechpaper at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J.
maintenance windows, for
scrubbing,
rinsing
or
wiposlovak economic problems.
07666.1
ing'. ..that it is ideal for bathexample, can be replaced
Before World War II.. Czechroom tiles, grout, shower stalls,
with modern, low-mainteoslovakia evidently had just 23,(The electrical outlet inpainted surfaces and wallpaper,
000 chatas, a word equivalent
nance, energy-saving winsulators are rhanufactured by
but
also
can
be
used
for
vinyl
to the Russian "dacha" and
dows, such as Andersen
Armstrong Cork Co., Lancascar roofs, boat tops and buildwhich in Czechoajovakia today
ter, Pa. 17604; the stain remoPerma-Shield
windows,
trig exteriors.. .that it is not
covers everything from country
ver by White Laboratories, Orthat
are
designed
to -oprecommended for fahvillas to rural refuges that are
lando, Fla -32858; the closet or- , erateeasily for a good &any
-tem that,-OA 2144 average. a
ganiier by Weateriftiffrwart7—
•
little more than shacks.
years:Double-pane insuTat-little more than two one-pint
Erie Ave. and D St., PhilaThe government, which has
„bottles a year will keep mildew
ing glass, standard in
delphia, Pa,„ 19134; and the
had its problems with the
-away.
Perma-Shield, provides
house identifier by Volan Assomovement, says Czechoslovaks
significant reduction in
St., Spring
ciates,
244
N.
Main
now have more weeekend reTHE. PRODUCT - A do-atheat loss through the glass
Valley, N.Y. 10977.)
treats than anyone else in Euyourself organizer for clothes
area while factory-applied
rope except the French. Officlosets.
weatherstripping limits
cials have tried to impose some Manufacturer's claim - That
sort of order on the movement,
Thomas Jefferson — who heat robbing air infiltration
this item consists of steel,
which has strewn even resurbaked-enamel tubular poles in
wrote the Declaration of Inde- to well below industry stanrected newsstands over the
six different lengths, brackets, pendence and engineered the dards. Perma-Shield wincountryside. sometimes with
pole arms and related hard- Louisiana Purchase — was dows also have a preserva
little regard for the niceties of
ware accessories. . .that corn-' equally at home designing a tive-treated wood core sash
water supplies and
binations of various com- parquet floor or playing a vio- and frame that is sheathed
scenery.
ponents fit any closet rnging
lin sonata, according to Nation- in vinyl for long lasting,low
This past summer, Friday
from
29 to
121
inches
maintenance protection.
traffic began flooding out of
wide. that the organizer in- al Geographic.
_
Prague so early .that police
A96,5-,(

ON THE

Weekend
-Retreat Houses
Are Popular
With Czechs

eventually resorted to making
spot checks for weekenders
playing hooky from their jobs,
and televising the results to discourage others.
.1he community near Slapy is
a legal and law-abiding one
these days, 21thOUgh some ruNs
were gotten around a few years
back, residents say, to put the
forest cabins into the forest.
Most of the cabins are simple
atffairS..4Air= some-.,are,
houSes.and new ones are oftenmade of prefabricated kits of
precut timbers.
Drinking water is carried by
hand from a 75-foot well the
community dug for itself_ A
community council organized
installation of running water
for other purposes The chatas
are clustered on small lots of
about 2,000 square feet to a
house. Narrow, grassy streets
crisscross the little community.
Although the houses are close
to each other, many are
Screened from their neighbors
by..fruit trees and shrubs that
have grown up since the community was started.

OLD SALT
ST. LOUIS (API — Retired
Chief Petty Officer Norman
Montgomery took his 17-yearold son, Kevin, to the St. Louis
recruiting office andwound up
back in the Navy himself.
The 43-year-old man resumes
his 20-year career, interrupted
by a four-year retirement, at
is old rank of CPO at the San
,
Diego Navy Base.
'I told the recruiter I envied
my son because I knew what he •
was going to be seeing. He
said,'Why don't you join -him?'
. It took me about 30 seconds to.
_ mak/airs, my mind." he said.„...
Montgomery served on air.:
craft carriers during the . Korean war.

-4-4-4 HOUSE

4.01

to Ms. Habeeb, that employed

that a child a room should be,
cleaned in 15 to ?A minutes, ,/{

women organize their time better as well as sunplifw home
tasks. But it also must reflect
the fact, she adds, that most
employed homemakers have
fewer children underfoot, especially_srnaller children.

kitchen in 45 minutes, a bath- •
room in 30 minutes.
As you move from one room
to another, carry your equipment with you in a step-saving
basket containing cloths, whisk
brooms!
, glass cleanser, all-pur-

probably indicates, acootant

pose scouring powder, sponges
- and other items.
.Separate household activities
into four segments: Daily (requirtrig a quick run4hrovahl,
-weakly,-snowthiy-

These and other considerations of efficiency were explored vi a recent talk by Ms. Habeeb on cleaning methods. She
told the group:
''.Managing_a_honie is-theaet _
of juggling. With continually
changing priorities, you juggle
people, activities and clutter
( often chaos). Finding in easier way to gain more time for
yourself is more than a right_
It's the major goal."
It's basic to decide first what
type of housekeeper you are.
Values vary as do standards of
cleanliness. It's your decision
Ms. Habeeb recommends rat'
mg one's self on a *ale she
calls the "Homemakers' Barometer." She explains she had
taken an unofficial poll of
homemakers who graded themselves on a scale of 100 as a
median, _ranging from 25 percent to 200 percent --Me peak,
of course, being the per.
fectionist who ''spends hours,
regardless of priority."
Rated at I50 pei cent war the
compulsive person who constantly cleans, cooks and sews,
and doesn't have much time for
outside activities.
Descending along the scale
are the organizer who can't
function without a list, the
"take-it-as-it-comes" cleaner
who cleans when, necessary,
and the "lick-and-promise" person who takes too many shortcuts. At the bottom, at 25 percent, is the self-acknowledged
"slob" who couldn't care less.
Of all the women she interviewed, she said,seven out of 10
fitted into either the ."arganizer" or "take-it-as-it-comes"
categories. The "organizer" is
usually the working woman
holding down two major jobs one at home and one outside.
Emphasizing this point, Ms.
Habeeb said "no matter what
category, the first essential is
to get organized. Decide your
priorities, Make schedules.
Then, get busy.
"Best of all, rim your home
like a business."
o‘ She favors -conducting your
personal time-and-motion studies. Wear a pedometer and find
out -how many steps you take
and how many • of them are
really necessary.
- Applying a business-like assessment, don't budget more
time than necessary for doing
routine cleaning. Studies show

You can reduce clutter coruiderably if you toss into the garbage any piece of furniture or
garment you have not used in
two years. Make it a rule.
And plan-the sequence of
each project For a living
room, for instance, you know
that the furniture and shelves
should be dusted before yoo
damp-mop the wood flooring
around the carpet. Vacuuming
the carpet and upholstery foland glass.
lows. Then, in
The distasteful chores are
rated by the survey, too. The
most tiresome from the woman's view is cleaning the oven.
Nazt,oleaning a bathroom.
'There is also a distincticn between the abhorrent and the
difficult.
Removing grease ranks as
the most difficult cleaning
problem, and mildew removal
is the second, according to Michael Spraggins, general manager of White Laboratories,
Inc., sponsor of the seminar
and the survey.
"The most interesting discovery," Spraggins says, "was
that mildew is a major problem
in all parts of the country dry or humid - in locales as
different as Arizona and West-
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"FIREPLACE
SHOPPE
Olympic Plaza
Murray,Ky.42071

7534150.

We Build Brick or Stone Wood Burning
Fireplaces FeaturIng:
Smoke Free Quarentee
25 Year Warranty& Protection?bus
One Day Installatice
No Foundation Required
Over 150 Models Available
Dead las weat has way arm or wet Stos working mokols is &Amy
pews Ohms Knees, heart% occosseries & reed stoves aid misted gitt
items.

MORE COLORS
MOREPATI1ERNS
in no-wax

cushioned vinyl floors
_

hr Christmas-

bYCongoleunv

Model SDU-3000
Features% automatic cycles including Short and Normal- Energy
Saving Dry Selector Switch - 3
sound -shield pads - Dual
detergent dispensers - Full-time
filtering system - Porcelain
enameled tub with DURAPERIP
door titter - Concealed door latch
- Radiant and convection dryingLeveling legs - 4-color panelrd.

1

Reg.$235.00 Special $

95
98

We have Other models in stock

Einflittiatiroo.

• Fairfield ... a poOulararandom
brick design for a touch of class
• A no-wax Shinyl Vinyl floor ,
• Cushioned for comfort, warmth
& quiet
• Available in 12' widths for easy
seamless installation

TREAS
BUILDING
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One-Day Adult Heart
Clinic To Be Held
Rex Anderson Dies Dan Young, Murray Mrs. Humphreys Is In Mayfield Dec. 8
A one-day heart clinic for
Monday; Was Farmer Resident, Dies At
Dead at Age Of 88; medically
indigent adult
will be hela in the
-patients
And Gospel Singer
Lotal Hospital Rites On Wednesday Graves County Health

Deaths And Funerals

Rex Anderson, retired
Mrs. Johnnie Humphreys of Department in Mayfield on
Dan (Squachi) Young of
farmer and gospel singer, died
Murray Route 7, Harris Grove Friday, Dec. 8. The clinic will
Monday at 12:55 p.m. at the Murray died Sunday at the community, died this morning be conducted by physicians
Marshall County Hospital, Murray-Calloway County _al2.30atter &enc.,she.was88 from the University of
Benton. He was 84 years of 'Hospital. lie was 63 years or years of age and her death --Uensville School of Medicine.
age.
age.
The clinic will serve
followed an extended illness.
Survivors include two
Ballard,
The deceased was a resident
from
patients
The Calloway woman was
of Hardin Route 1, and a sisters, Mrs. Mae Will Abbott preceded in death by her Calloway, Carlisle,'Fulton,
member of the Unity Cum- and Mrs. Georgia S. Haskin, husband, Ose Humphreys, on Graves, Hickman, Livingston,
berland Presbyterian Church. one niece, Mary Jo Hubbard, Jan. 28. 1918, and one son, Marshall and McCracken
He was well known throughout one nephew, Glen Hubbard, Hassell Humphreys, in 1975. counties. •
Western Kentucky and and one great nephew, Jason -She was a member of the
Sponsored by the Kentucky
Western Tennessee as a Hubbard, all o Chicago,Ill.; a Williams Chapel Church of • Heart Association, the Bureau
gospel singer, teacher of close friend, Mrs. Snovel Christ. Born Sept. 15, 1890, in • for Health Services, the
gospel singing schools, and as Patton, Murray.
Graves County, she was the University of Louisville
The funeral will be held daughter of the late Robert Medical School and the county
a singer for funerals.
Mr. Anderson was born July Friday at 1 p.m. at the Mt. Bradley and Mary Brooks health departments, the clinic
25, 1894, and was the son of the Horeb Freewill Baptist Bradley.
provides a diagnostic service
late Phillip Anderson and Church with the Rev. Richard
Mrs. Humphreys is survived" for each patient, along with
for
Missouri Jane Boyd Anderson. Drew officiating. Burial will by one daughter, Mrs. Milburn recommendations
Survivors include his wife, follow in the Murray City (Willie) Orr, Murray Route 7; treatment and management of
Mrs.
Mavis
Lancaster Cemetery.
one son, Tarlton Humphreys, the case.
the Hazel Route 1; one sister, Mrs.
In
charge
of
Anderson, Hardin Route, 1;
Opportunity will also be
one daughter, Mrs. Edna Earl arrangements is the Rutledge Blanche Lassiter, 919 Cold- provided for the physician
Cummins, Florida; one son, Funeral Home of Murray water Road, Murray; seven referring the patient to consult
Joe Boyd Anderson, Benton where the wake will be held grandchildren; 14 great with the clinician regarding
Route 1; two stepsons, Allen Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m.
his patient, and no patient will
grandchildren.
Lovett, Puryear, Tenn., and
The funeral will be held be admitted without a written
Young Lovett, Alrno Route 1;
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the referralfrom a physician.
Necessary expenses of the
two grandchildren; two great
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
grandchildren.
Funeral Home with Harold clinic are being underwritten
by the Kentucky Heart
Funeral services will be
Irvan officiating.
Funeral services for
held Wednesday at 1 p.m. at
Pallbearers will be Pat Dale Association and the Bureau
the chapel of the Linn Funeral Charles Thomas Carter will be Orr, Billy Dan Orr, Hal Orr, for Health Services. Clinic
Home, Benton, with the Rev. held Wednesday M 1:30 p.m. Jerry Humphreys, Glenn personnel, as well as space
L. E. Moore and the Rev. Otis at the chapel of the Max Futrell, and Ray Sims. Burial and equipment, will be
Jones officiating, and Mrs. Churchill Funeral Home with will follow in the South provided by the Graves
the Rev. Julian Warren of- Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
County Health Department,
Verenda Linn as organist.
Pallbearers will be Willard ficiating.
Friends may call at the the Bureau for Health SerPallbearers will be Ronnie funeral home after 6 p.m. vices and the Kentucky Heart
Watkins, Less Myers, Wayne
Association.
Riley, Dennis Riley, Craig tonight ) Tuesday).
Henderson, Seymour Nanney,
•Charles York, and Aubref• Riley, Dickie Joe Seavers,
Washburn. Burial will follow Larry Miller, and Junior
in the Brooks Chapel Eldridge. Burial will follow in
the Goshen Cemetery.
Cemetery, east of Dexter.
Friends may call at the
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m.
funeral home.
today( Tuesday ).
Mr. Carter, 51, died Monday
.at 9:45 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County. Hospital. He
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - -- responsible for the slayings.
was a member of the Lynn Except at race time, the
In September, Speedway
Grove United Methodist Speedway
of business officials offered a
section
church and is survived by his Indianapolis is a quiet place to $2,500 reward for the bomber's
father, Ivan Carter, Murray live. But for the third time in arrest and conviction, but the
Wiley - Keys-Lindsey died Route 1, and two sisters, Mrs. four months seriouS crigle tias money remains unclaimed,
despite hundreds or calla minKlate Sunday afternoon at the Talmadge Riley, Aenton, and shaken the community.
General Mrs. Joe Seavers, Murray
Henry
Cidaunty
The deaths of four young • information.
The bombings stopped as
Hospital, Paris, Tenn. He was Route 1.
restaurant workers -have
60 years of age and a retired
rekindled fears once left suddenly as they started when
-jogger.
city next door to authorities enforced a curfew
behind in
; -Born Feb. 11, 1918, in
this incorporated community and curtailed outdoor acCalloway County, he was the
of 16,000 on the western edge tivities after a man and his
son of Cordie Paschall Linwife were injured by a bomb
of Indianapolis.
dsey, who survives, and the
The funeral for Mrs. Fred C.
Like the shooting death of a in a high school parking lot.
.late Connie Lindsey. He was a (Ruth) Enoch of Hazel Route 1 65-yearrold woman in July and
veteran of World War II.
is being held today at 1:30 a series of eight bombings in
Mr. Lindsey is survived by p.m. at the Green 'lYàln
September, there was no
his wife, Mrs. Louannie Church of Christ with Dean
ready explanation for the
Simpson Lindsey, Route 6, Crutchfield and Henry Hargis slayings. The latest incident,
Paris, Tenn., to whom he was officiating.
like the others, is unsolved.
Serving as pallbearers are
married on May 21, 1956;
"I think there are times
mother, Mrs. Cordie P. Lin- Charles, Steve, Larry, Joe, when you're not safe in your
dsey. Paris, Tenn.; one and David Enoch, and Larry own home," said Jayne
A Community Thanksgiving
daughter, Mrs. Sarah Sue Cooper, all grandsons. Burial Greene. "You can't let your Service will be held at 10:00
-KrezInski, Paris, Tenn.; half will -follow in the church kids gtiout of the house."
• • a.m. on Nov. 23, Thanksgiving
sister, Mrs. Joan Downing, cemetery
with
the
One of Mrs. Greene's Day, at the First,Presbyterian
Shelleyville, Ind.
arrangements by the Max friends was injured in one of Church,16th and Main.
Also surviving are four Churchill Funeral Home.
the bomb blasts."Igotowork.
The Rev. R. E. Rabatin,
stepdaughters, Mrs. Madeline
Mrs. Enoch,68, died Sunday
I come home, andistay
pastor of the Presbyterian
Howell and Mrs. Faye Conner, at 5:20 p.m. at the Murray- she said.
Church, will lead the worship;
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Louette Calloway County ..-Hospital.
The Burger Chef restaurant Rev. Wayne Halley, Director
Cloys, Dresden, Tenn., and One brother, Rupert Holland, workers - a 20-year-old of Music at First . Baptist
Mrs. Lillian Neathery, Nash- died last week.
assistant manager and three Church, will direct the music:
ville, Term.; one stepson,
She is Survived by her teenage employees
were and Dr. Walter Mischke, Jr.,
Charles Seger, Whittier, husband, Fred C. Enoch, found dead Sunday in an of First United Methodist
Calif.; stepsister, Miss Mary Hazel Route 1; one daughter, Indiana 'wood. They had been Church will preach the ser-- Elizabeth Jones, Dayton, Mrs. Eugene Burkeen, missing since about 1 a.m. mon.
Ohio; stepbrother, Henry Lee Lexington; three sons, Roy, Saturday when the restaurant
The Carrilon Bell Choir of
Jones, Murray; 15 grand- Viena, fli., Rex, Hazel Route was robbed.
First Baptist Church will ring
children; two great grand- 1, and Rob, Muryay Route 1;
Autopsies showed that two an arrangement of "America
children.
,
12 grandchildre&r
of the four were shot to death, the Beautiful" by Allured, and
The funera is being held
one died of stala wounds and the hymns and prayers will
today at 2 p.m. at Letoon
the other of head injuries, said reflect a Thanksgiving
Chapel Ridgeway Mortician's,
'state police Lt. Richard Jones. Theme.
Paris, Tenn.; with burial to
Burger Chef Systems has
An offering will be received
-follow, in the Bevil Cemetery
offered a $25,000 reward for to be 'used lot the Transient
there.
information leading to the Fund of the Murray-Calloway
arrest and conviction of those County
Ministerial
Association.
All are welcome to attend
Ticket's for the musical
Community Thanksgiving
this
Tree,"
comedy, "The Apple
Prices ot stock of local interest at Service, a church spokesman
directed by Dan Coleman, to
said.
TimtAdabYy: Ftt
1° n'
erE&DT
be presented at the Market 1,4
itfhec
M1aga
the
n,
House Theatre in Paducah r°rP-,of MurTaYi are cic follows:
will be available through the Industrial Average
4-2.08
George Robert Blum died Paducah City-County Arts
Air
Products
-%
25
3
4
Saturday at the Murray- Council.
American Motors
5% -%
The comedy, which is open Ashland Oil
Calloway County Hospital. He
45,4 -%
American Telephone
81% unc
was 83 years of age and a to Murray Civic Music Bonanza
44,,B 4',A
Jeff Parks, who was
resident of Route 2, Puryear, Association members through Chrysler
944 unr
Motor
41%
charged with disorderly
a cooperative agreement, has GFord
Tenn. A.F
107.unc
conduct, was sentenced
The deceased was a retired been held over for Friday and General Care
12B 12,
4A
General
Dynamics
71%
4%
yesterday to 60 days in jail and
25.
factory employee. Born Jan. Saturday, Nov. 24 and
General Motors
554 4 %
fined $150' plus court costs of
Those wishing tickets may General lire
VI, 1895, in Chicago. III., he
18 we
$27.50, according to a District
was the son of the late Her- call the council at 444-7713. Goodrich
Hardees
10%
Courrspokesman.
mann A. Blum and Mary The Market House Theatre is Heublein
2/4%
The charge apparently was
Walge Blum. He was preceded located at Second and Ken33% unc
the result of a fight which
Quaker Oats
In death by his wife, Mrs. Sally tucky Avenue.
23% 4 N.
Tappan . ,
...........
-Lk
occurred on the court square
Socke Blum.
Wal-Mart
2234 -,,
Halloween night.
Mr. Blum js survived by two
Wendys
23''R 24'A
daughters, eMrs. Mildred
Mapes, Route 2, Puryear,
See Marjorie Major
Tenn., 'and Mrs. Leona
Trovel Consuitont
-Gullaksan, New Mexico; two
Service
News
Market
Federal-State
sons, Earl Blum, Los Angeles, Nov. 21. 1918
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
Area Hog Market
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4
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1
Travel Literature call
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oSo 00-37 Oo
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Services Wednesday
For C.T. Carter

Crime Shakes Speedway

815.57

Again For Third Time

Wiley Keys Lindsey
Dies At Hospital;
Funeral Is Today

••• (Continued From Page One )

with the US. Embassy, said the bodies
Were in an advanced state of decomposition and -authorities were considering burying them at Jonestown.
"The bodies are starting to swell and
sore seem ready to burst,".said embassy official Peter Londoner.
Afternoon temperatures the past
three clays have been in She 115.to 913degree range, and the tropical sun has
shone steadily the past two days.
The officials emphasized no decision
had been made yet, but that the
military contingent probably could not
get to Jonestown until Wednesday.
The American contingent included 29
identification experts. To speed the
process, the Guyanese government
waived a law requiring autopsies in
homicide cases.
Also found at the camp was a half
million dollars in cash and some
jewelry. Unconfirmed reports also said
a half million dollars in gold and
hundreds of Social Security checks had
also been found.
Fifteen survivors were -reported
found, three in the camp and 12 who
came out ofthe jungle. Estimates of the
missing ranged from more than 375 to
more than 775. An exact estimate was
not possible because reports of the
settlement's total population ranged
from 800 to 1,200. Most were from
California, the headquarters of the sect.
Jones;'alormer San Francisco city
official, ordered the mass suicide
Saturday after members of the cult
attacked Rep. Leo J. Ryan, D-Calif.,
and U.S. newsmen who visited
Jonestown to investigate reports that
Inmates of the settlement were being
brutally treated and that would-be
defectors were prevented from leaving.
Ryan and his party were attacked as
they were boarding two planes at the
Port Kaituma airstrip, eight miles from
7onestown, with 16 defectors from the
-ettlernent. Ryen, three.U.S. newsmen
and a woman 'fleeing from the settlement were killed, and 10 others were
wounded.
One of the survivors found in
Jonestown, a 36-year-old teacher
named Odell Rhodes, said after Ryan
left the settlement, Jones announced by,
loudspeaker that he had ordered "the

congressman and the journalists with
him killed.
Rhodes said the the suicide was ordered after the killers returned to
Jonestown with word that some of
Ryan's party had escaped to report
what happened and what they had
found in the settlement. The survivor
said the settlers had been rehearsing
suicide for months so that they could
kill themselves if their way of life was
seriously threatened.
The body. of the 46-year-old cult
leader was found on the stage of the
meeting hall, near the chair from which
he preached. He was wearing black
pants and a sport shirt, and there was a
bullet wound in his head.
The hall was packed with bodies, and
more were piled up outside. Charles
Krause of tht) Washington Post, who
visited the camp as the representative
of the foreign press, reported:
.,"Frorn the air, it literally looked like
a garbage dump where somebody
dumped a lot of rag dolls."
The Guyanese police said they
arrested two of the survivors who came
out of the jungle, but no charges were
filed against them immediately.
Presumably the police believed they
were implicated in the killing of Ryan
and his companions.
In Washington, the State Department
set up a task force to inform the
families of the cultists as soon as the
department learned the identities of the
dead and the missing.
Some of the waiting relatives went to
the locked headquarters of the People's
Temple in San Francisco Monday.
About 25 members of the cult were
inside, guarded by police to protect
them.
Deputy Police Chief Clem DeAmicis
of San Francisco said there was no
indication that members of the cult
there would try suicide.
White House press secretary Jody
Powell said President Carter was
taking a "personal interest" in the
jungle tragedy, and he and his wife,
Rosalynn, were "shocked and grieved"
at the slaying of Ryan and the tffree
American journalists with him

Powell said Vice President Walter
Mondale telephoned the "deepest
condolences" of the Carters and
himself to the newsmen's next of kin.
Rep. Clement J. Zablocki, D-Wis.,
chairman of the House Intematioaal
Relatidns Committee,said Monday that
his committee will convene an inquiry
into haw ILS Oficial% handled am.,
plaints about the Jonestown colony.

Wyatt Charged
With Trafficking
After Drug Raid
Authorities have charged Dale
Wyatt, 19, currently in Calloway County
Jail under a $5,000 bond, with trafficking in controlled substances
following a drug-related raid during the
past weekend.
Meanwhile, Murray State University
officials say Wyatt is not a Murray
State University student as erroneously
reported earlier. University officials
say he is a member of the state funded
Youth Adult Conservation Corps
contingent on the university campus.
Murray Police arrested Wyatt during
a raid on his Orchard Heights residence
Friday night. According to a
spokesman for Murray Police
Department, authorities charged the
Marshall County man with trafficking
Monday afternoon.
Between 4,000 to 5,000 pills believed to
have been taken 'during a burglary ,at
the Benton office of Dr. Wendell Gordon.
were seized during the raid, police said.
Police have sent some of the pillsio
Madisonville labs for analysis, the
spokesman said.
Police have also charged Wyatt with
assault on a police officer and public
According to university offici4s,
Youth Adult Conservation Corps
members, who range in ages 22-28, ate
at the university for a maximum of one
year for the purpose of performing
conservation assignments on university
properties.__

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Enoch

c

Community Service
To Be Held On
Thanksgiving Morn

G.R. Blum Dies At
Hospital; Funeral
Being Held Today

Tickets Available
For Paducah Show
'The Apple Tree'

411,

Murray Branch 12th & Main
Ph.759-1630

All of us at Home Federal are
taking time this week to give
thanks for all the blessings that
have been bestowed upon us this
past year.
- from d l! of us to all of you. . .
So,
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League Of Women Voters To DiscussTVA Programs
- he k ur rent programs of the Women Voters on Monday,
Tennessee Valley Authority Nov. 27, on the second floor of
and the progress of the Ten- Ordway_ Hall at Murray State
nessee Valley Inter-League 4411niversity.
is
an
Council will be the topic of r Thit:: Council
• diseussion at the regular organization of League of
meeting of the Murray- Women Voter members in
Calloway County League of seven states which has un-

Tur-Vey Pretiv--et-To Be Fit
For More Than Feasting
By SAM HARTS.
WASHINGTON t AP) — Do
not..-think. as Turkey Day
nears, that its hero is fit only
for feasting.
Song, sculpture, dance,
music, literature and even
William Shakespeare have all
1 • taken note of the bird, as a
-Turkey Art Tour of the.
nation's capital proves.
Sculpture' Put a pair of
binoculars on the facade of the
Departmtnt
Agriculture
You'll Spot, between
the third and fourth floor
windows, 76 relief panels of
turkeys, Benjamin Franklin's
choice for our national bird.
There are only 48 depictions of
eagles.
Drama? Do some research
in the Folger Shakespeare
Library and you will find the
Bard wrote of the gobbler in
Twelfth Night, Henry IV and
Henry V.
'Contemplation doth make
a turkey-cock of him," says
Fabian in Twelfth Night. In
Henry IV, we find, "The
turkeys in my pannier are
quite starved."
Two plays in the Library of
Congress, somewhat below
-- -Shakespeare's In'fame, are
"Turkey Time," a farce in
three acts, and "Turkey Red
and Thanksgiving," a play for
six • girls. Novels • include
"Turkey Tale" and ''Wild
Turkey."
And, alas, a few short-lived
dramatic productions at the
National Theater have been
described as "turkeys."
In dance, the Smithsonian
instituts falk Ile section
tells of the Tiirkey Trot, the
national rage of long ago. In

music, the Library of
Congress' folk music archives
have eight recordings of what
Carl Sandburg called the most
American of folk songs.
It's "Turkey in the Straw,"
of course, played on such
instruments as fiddle, banjo,
dulcimer, organ and harmonica.
T
_
TaxidermY?
Smithsonian's 'Natural
History Museum has five
mounted turkeys on exhibit.
A handsome wild turkey in
flight adorns a 1955 stamp in
the Post Office Department's
postal history section. At the
Corcoran Art Gallery, there's
a bronze turkey by the noted
artist Francis Singer Sargent.
The bird is also featured on
the gallery's November
calendar.
"It is a fine turkey," said
critic Leila Mechlin of the
fowl, "cleverly modeled,
decorative in effect and
doubtless- the painter found
immense amusement in its
creation."
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By IKE FLORF:S
Associated Press Writer
HAVANA (AP)
A
delegation of Cuban exiles
expects a "dramatic annonncernent" that most of
3,000 political prisoners said to
in Cuban jails_ willbefreed
by President Fidel Castro.
Miami banker Bernardo
Benes, a delegation' leader,
said Castro could disclose the
release at a second meeting
with the 75 visiting Cuban
exiles slated for today.
Delegation members also
voiced optimism two other
FRANKFORT, Ky.(Ap) — issues could soon be resolved:
Stake Re(5. Hank Hancock, D- reuniting Cuban families and
FEankfort has been elcted viCe permitting visits . by family
chairman of the tran- members id and from the
sportation committee of the United States.
Southern Legislative ConAt Monday's first closeddoor. session between the
ference.
Hancock was elected by the exiles and- Castro, the
committee at its annual president brought tears to the
meeting last week in Houston, eyes of one delegate, 66-yearTex. He will fill the unexpired old Rosa Rivas Iza_guirre, by
term of Howard Needle, who announcing the release of her
did not seek re-election to the son from prison as his wed'Maryland House.
ding present_
Alfredo Izagiurre, 40, .was
Members of the- transportation committee come married in a prison ceremony
from the legislatures of the 15 Sunday to Maria Munero,26.
southern itates and Puerto
Benes repeated his criticism,
Rico
of President Carter and
Attorney General-Griffin Bell,
accusing them of moving too
GEORGETOWN, Guyana slowly in accepting the
AP
A survivor of the mass prisoners Castro already has
suicide at the Jonestown said he would free.
digiVtib settlement said-the- iiff they db not
expedite this,
camp doctor and his two their human rights program
nurses brewed the deadly will be a farce,"
Benes said
purple drink of cyanide lid following Monday's session.
Kool-Aid in a large stainless
Castro freed 46 prisoners in
steel vat and then adlate October and another 14
ministered it to the babies several days ago.
The latest
first.
group still is being processed
for entry to the United States
by a Justice Department team
MISS YOUR PAPER?
in Havana.
hebsuripets Mhe bores pot
Castro told . the delegates
received their immit-dedivered
Monday at the the Palace of
the Revolution that "there
copy et The Merry" litiker
does not exist any type of
Times by 310 p.m. hiendery-.
international pressure which
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. so Som.
makes it necessary for us to
days we urged to ceil 163-144
have this type of dialogue. ...
betvoiter.S:30 p.m. mod 6 p.m.,
It is a question strictly among
Moir4ey-iridey, tor 3:30 0.at.
Cubans."
mod 4 p.m. Settrrerrs, to insert
Jorge Roblejo Lone, a
delivery of the riewspeper. Cols
delegate. said he asked for the
N'emett
.
be pieced by 6 p.o.
. freedom of eight women
twee6xleysleserilsys_
political prisoners and Castro
t.ogenort.• Orevero.
indicated he would consider
the plea..
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Reg $1361

Decoys
$20100

With Zip-Up Legs

1-‘
1

1$

447

WILDCAT.22

Coveralls

759-4481fAns.Serv.)
7D3-1818(Res.)

.
U

Army lype

-Camouflage

OS.TOM t. wAowet

.

•
M
N
11
•
•

Zipper Front
With Hood
•Thermal
Insulated

1ViWC111371117

No. 3024

For Hunters, Fishermen,
Golfers 4 Back Packers
Parka Jacket, Pants
& Handy
Carrying
Bag

is

Jacket

2 Pc, Jacket
& Pants, Quilted
Underswit

Without Rib

Guns

Fastens To
II.sobers

wear

Jacket
Wth z o In Hood

$24"

IGF

•
I III

Hunters
Flourscent
Orange

rjt

Thermo-Master
Insulated
Under-

12& 20 Gauge

$4495

U.

Prices Good Through
Sunday
Open Thanksgiving Day 1 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Folding
_
Check Uncle Jeff's
all new Sporting Stadium Seats
With foam cushion I
Goods Department,
back rest, vinyl
covered,
assorted colors
where prices are
born not raised. We
2/
1
2
"pad $697
have the lowest
prices anywhere.
3/
1
2-wpad-

Binoculars

Phone

•

Check Uncle Jeff's all new Sporting Goods Department for the lowest prices anywhere on
guns, ammunition, hunting clothes, archery accessories and bows, athletic equipment, down
jackets, vests, insulated WALLS camouflage coveralls in colors, bright orange, o.d. and
blue.

Bushnell
1150 Instant
Focus

Sale

much greater than that. The
original TVA charter stressed
that the best interests of the
citizens of the Tennesssee
Valley should be the first
concern of the TVA. This
charge can only be fulfilled if
the citizens themselves
became interested and involved."
The League meeting on Nov.
27 is open to the public. All
interested citizens of the area
who would like to find out
more about the TVA and the
TVILC study are invited to
attend.

Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods
Department

•

Miliiitiptilirali
r r'T V

El r

citizens' environmental
organization and a state
agency. The group attempted
to outline priorities for TVA in
the area of energy.
Lawson stressed the need
for conservation programs,
the importance of long-range
planning _ with attention to
environmental and social
effects and the necessity of
changing some of our notions
of progress.
"For most of us the TVA
means lakes and electric
bills," Lawson said, "but its
role in our lives is really so

11111111111.1111•111•1161WIMINI•111111.1111111.0
i__111

.--,

-- -.-

Station Murray, Ky. 42071

SERVICES'
LrniIv Counseling; fruividuel Personal
-,Criertiseirrnr:,f.nworer-AidttaltirferftrANIMIEWITerWillW50'
Pedintion Counselinc% Complete 'Diagnostic
sssessment Service.

Because of her role in the
TVILC, Lawson was invited to
take part in a collogur on
energy conducted by the TVA
in Nashville on Oct. 31. With
the appointment of new TVA
board -member Richard
Freeman, the TVA is reevaluating many of its
programs and caliifii on he
opinions of knowledgeable
citizens at 35 sessions such as
the one Lawson attended.
Among the four other guests
IntervieWed in Nashville were
representatives of a uttlity
company, a hospital, a

II 1
1 1 III II II WE
SEEN
_us_in usIMMO,
_NI_•_IP
•
IN II III II 111_111_11c_an on no • II •

Counseling And
Psychological Services
Of
Ph,0217394-166
West Kentucky,Inc.
P() lit) 2-84 tlniversit

volvement in the decisions of
the TVA. The TVILC may also
recommend that the national
League of Women Voters
encourage •legislative. action
affecting some areas of the
TVA operations.
Some state Leagues have
already co-sponsored a suit
brought by the Environmental
Protection Agency against
TVA to reduce the amount of
pollution produced at the
TVA's coal-burning electrical
plants. TVA will probably
accept an out-of-court settlement of that suit.

.NI

Rf_ LLD

•• s •

Cuban Exiles
- ExOectffisoners
To Be Freed

...THE NEWS
IN BRIEF...

the TVA facilities. The
council, which was formed
this past June and which
hopes to publish a book titled
"A Citizen's Guide to the
TVA" by Decemtien 1979, is
presently completing its
examination of the TVA'S
current programs and soon
-wilt begin an extensive study
of the bureaucratic structure
and budgeting of the TVA.
In addition to educating
citizens about the TVA
through
talks
and
publications, the TVILC hopes
to increase citizen in-

dertaken a comprehensive
study of the TVA.
vice
Lawson,
Anita
president of the Murray
League and a member of the
steering committee of the
TVILC, is in charge of the
program. She will be assisted
by Sue Vandergrift, who has
coordinated •ii-Study on TVA
practices affecting air quality
for the TVII.C.
• Lawson attended a meeting
of the steering committee of
the TVILC on Oct. 27-26 at
Muscle Shoals, Ala., where the
committee was invited to tour

Pistols

-

& 25 Automatic
Pistol

Ammo..
WHOLESALE
PRICES

Weather-Rite
Pile Lined
Insulated
Lace-Up

Boots
With Steel
Shank

Use Uncle Jeffs easy lay-away plan or Uncle Jeff's will finance any item
throughout the store $50.00 or more from I month to 46 months to pay,
at regular bank rates, with approved credit.

$997
I
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Holy
Bible

Sheaffer
Ballpoint
Pen And Pencil

han that. The
arter stressed
iterests of the
e Tennesssee
be the first
e TVA. This
, be fulfilled if
themselves

liMinrinril•r11ii

1r
For men. 4 ox
%aye Lotion
No. 3413

King.,Jarnes Versio,n

Gift Set
Reg. $2 911

Cologne WM 4 In. *ft,

With inewginnl rafereaces and dissatisfies*,
over 1lFI pars, white loather Box cover.
Ne. $555

sted and inmeting on-Nov.
he public. All
ns of the area
e to find out
TVA and the
ire invited to

Phone 753-6575

Son of A Gun

HIGHWAY 64I---MURRAY, KY

ome items not exact

as •ictured

English
Walnuts

Remington
XLR 1000
Electric Razor

Dusting
Powder

1 Pound Bog
Sale Your Choice

By aairol
The 1250 Watt high velocity dryer, 6 different settings for controlled drying and
styling. Model TD-2

Wrapping
Paper

13 Sq. ft. Jumbo Roll
No. 2422
Large bows with stick on tabs
Bog of 12. No. 914

Men's Corduroy

Boots

Coats

House
Shoes

Sale Priced
'At Only
Reg. $4.99 A $5.99

9550

$444
Raw

Men's
Hooded

Gold, Black
Green
Sites 7-13

Great Christmas
Gift. Reg. $5.99
Sale Priced At Jiist—

4 Styles
kyr-119.99
4

$300

Ideal Baby Gift. Includes
Holly Hobby L Christmas
Sets

Men's Fashion
Corduroy

Sweat
Shirts

Sleep &
Play Suit

Slacks
Reg. $13.99
Sale

$719

200/

Sale

•

Reg. $16.99

Zipper Front
Reg. $8.99

Comet, Brown,
Gray,

Limited supply
at this special
price. Get yours
early!.

Black

Now Save

Sizes 8-16

Sizes S-M-L

Use Uncle Jeff's easy lay-away plan or Uncle Jeff's will finance any item
throughout the store $50.00 or more from 1 month to 36 months to pay,
at regular bank rates, with approved credit.

For Chain Saws
Prevents
Throw-Off

Caulking
Compound

Steens styling went Non stick
coating and safety light. Modal 200

99
Boys

Reg.$14.99 to
$17.99
Now

Dap
Rely-On

By Clairol

40 Sq. Ft.
No. 292)

Girls Fashion

-Wain
Lube

22$80

Carrington Jr.
Jumbo Roll
Christmas Gift

No. 1424 and No 1425
Box of 18

Sole Your Choice

hingnestally • mist tape system frentwres
bed lighted auesralx for easy night time

1
.11
79

Mennen
Skin Bracer
After Shave

Carrington
Boxed
Christmas Cards

Electric
Alarm

Crazy
Curl.

Mixed
Nuts $1°9

Shaves as close as a blade, triple cutting
system, professional width trimmer, slim
line (*sign. Model RIR 1000

Westckx
Digital "SOO"
Dialite

Adheres To
Wood, Metal,
Brick & Stone
Ideal For Sealing
Around
Windows

67,

tube

each

Shop Uncle Jeff's
Store For The
Largest Selection
At The
Lowest Prices

ec arms
Creeper

Door Insulation

18" Blade

Sponge,foam,felt 11 ft. rolls, assorted thickness
and widths

Discount Prices

WEN
Electric

Franklin

Window
Plastic

Fireplace
Stove

Chain Saw

*Wood Frame
*Padded Headrest

36"x72"
Size
nails
8.
paperN\
strips
included

VA Reg. S169.00

Close Out
$
10
87

an

•10 Inch
•Double Insulated
•11 Amps

$399.5..

Harthglass

$13900

Auto Ramps

Glass Fireplace Screens
Antique Bross R.

Fireplace Screens

Satin Black

Single & Double Bit .kxes
Sledge Handles Also

DISCOUNT PRICES

Battery Booster
Cables
6 Styles

Anti-Freeze
Easy Test Testers
14'/2"154"
5.4 Sq. Ft.

$1
59

Starting At

mg'

Splitting
Metal
Mauls
Heater
Leaf '
LIA1
6 Lb.
c
Rakes
220 Volt
4,000 Watt
3 Stack

With Thermostat

6 Ft. Cord

.

9451;

$11"

Fiberglass
Insulation

with
or
without
thermostat
6-9-12
18-24
or 30 ft..
lengths
withlest

—tattr--

Pipe
Insulation
Tape
*Aluminum Foil
Obey! Foam
•15 Ft. Roll

Roll

•
E
N
s
U
a
U
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Opening Day Burley Sales Up
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) The burley sales season
moved into its second day
today after an opening day of
prices well above,last year's
opening-day 'record average.
said Ed French of the FederalState Market News Service.
The estimated average was
$1.31 to $1.35 per pound,
compared to test year's in-,titial average of $1.21 and the
governmentaverage
supported price of $1.24.
-Volume was medium to
_ heavy statewide, but lighter
than normal in Lexington.,the
nation's largest burley
market.

ono one of five starter
warehouses here had enough
tobacco to conduct sales the
entire day, said Bob Nickell,
sales supervisor for the
Lexington market.
That did not seem to bother
farmers, however.
"I feel good," said James
Hyatt of Paris. "We averaged
M.38'per pounds fee oar COW
pounds and have about 5,500
more pounds to sell. We got
about 7 cents more than what
our support price was."
Hyatt's first basket brought
$1.-45- a pour, in-ertremety
high price.
"Too bad it didn't all go that

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
66 Symbol for
.
1=ups.
67 Perform

ACROSS
Limb
4 Conjunttion
6 Allude to
11 Leave
13 Football
team
15 Babylonian

deity
16 Repasts
18 Apollo s
Mother
19 New Deal.
Agcy

1 Arabian
seaport
2 Hind part
•
3 G.I. cop
4 Crest
5 Begin
6 Feels indignant
7 Spanish 'arti.cle
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EN
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ILE
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8 Sensed

9 Each
abbr
• 10 Soak
23 Feign
12 Part of -to26 Sweet pobe
•
tato
.14 Negative
•
79 Liberate
17 Dregs
31 Pierce
20 Simian
33 College
24 Crimsons
geagree.
25 Man's nick; Abbr.
name
44 Symbol for . 27 Son of Adam
tutecium
28 Female
MprnS rnate
nxse

729 Interjection
'lb Men's nick-

A

DOWN

21 OaS. e g.
22 Editors

Nanoor
sheep

Answer to Itonda)•s Puzzle

51 Appellation
of Athena
54 Heroic event
55 Depression
56 Greek letter
57,Coniunction •
59 Nova Scotia
(abbr.)
62 Printer's
measure
64 Symbol for
!an taturg-.

29 Ran away
30 Man's nickname

32 Die out
36 Roman
briOnze
37 Relies
12 Fleet
44 Moisture
46 Evade
48 Pass on
49 Whip

iii EsNiroN.
iii,, '7 *

' Mil 4 III II7

al Observed
V U nempieyed
Stain
*7 Shine
to Calif City
52 Level
53 Marry,
56 Man's name
56 Man-made
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high," he said.
Larry Hatton, a- Nicholas
County farmer, said he
averaged $1.32 per pound for
3,800 pounds sold.
"Ttus was 21 cents over my
support price, which is nice,
but you're never really
satisfied," Hatton said.
Rick Horn of Midway said
his '4500 pounds averaged
$1.36 per pound, but he added
he was "still hoping for inure
at later sales.
"The house has been buying
the first baskets at a high
price,-- encouraging - the
companies to go as high,"
Hqrn said."I just hope they all
go higher. We farmers need
the money."
French said Monday's offerings were of higher quality

Illa"DRY IS Sig DRY

than last year, "particularly
as less house burn was
noticed."
Ira
Massie,
tobacco
specialist at the University of
Kentucky, said Monday's
average price was "very
positive.
•
"If we continue to get that
grade average-,--it Intl -be an
outstanding market," he said
-This is a differerik crop than
last year. Because of the
different climatic conditions
we had this growing season,
this tobacco can make X goad
blend for the companies. It's
good textured leaf. Even the
small amount of houseburrung
we've had can make the
manufacturer a crop that
blends well."

2. NOTICE

Check
Your
Ad
•
•

four persons killed along with
Ryan were Journalists - a
television
reporter,
a
cameraman
and
photographer.
John Bushnell, head of a
State Department task force
set up to investigate the
matter, said Ryan was aware
_of a ".-sibstantial volume of
mail" from friends and
relatives of cult members
suggesting that its members
were "in .some way being
abused."
If anything, Ryan may have
known more about the cult
than the State Department did
since most of the cult's
members originally resided in
his San Francisco district and
problems related to the cult _
routinely were called to his
attention, noted another State Department official, • who
asked to remain anonymous.

IT ISN'T?

WANTO
Row Crop Land for
corn, beans, wheat,
kobe etc. If you have
land to rent or lease
let me make a bid
Call-or See:

GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
help you. Call Bible Facts,_
75,-4600.

,

Ashley
Auto Wood
Heaters
TAPPAN ELECTRIC range,
years old, continuous
cleaning oven. white. Call
753 7831,
USED FURNITURE, nicnacs and antiques. Open 7
753-4877
days a week. Gream's, 641
Downtown Money
N., Dexter,
17, VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTROLUX Sales and
WE NOW HAVE THE Love
Service in Paducah call 1Studio negatives. If you had
443
6469. In Murray call Tony
pictures made at Love's
Montgomery 753-676q,
during the past 25 years, we
plhyoytou
c
Caanrtser
ourw
uop
ap
ithhic
res
ptrudi
into,_
s. __Butt
11. FARM
oozeR
International
EQUIP.

Purdom's
Inc.

753-8298. We copy and restore
Old photographs.

CARTER
PNOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
*Weddings
*Portraits

Swimming
Pools
Weston' Ky. Peels

442-9747

•

inteneir• train.ng proyeg,
SAM1.1g ,n00‘.0 10 $900 p••• 'no"
its This is
core*, posthon isin*
tnonogernent °poor Fyn.Nit N.
•ep•r,•nc• necessary
Chet'
Sprdinip ro.o
ono,
retelOrnent 00n0IJ is Orel:obi*
georyopon
of
home
.0,
necessary AV tnneryiews strwtfy
Ton4clenhof

753-5131

MAME BAILEY
'HOW'S THE
.105P I TA L
ROCKY?

7534611
f53-15113
753-0929
753-NEED
753-11U

foster

LOUSY.' Tr-tE
NURSES WON'T
GIVE ME A
MINUTE'S REST?

THEY'RE ALWAYS
TAKING MV TEMPERATURE

BUDDY.'

OR BATHING ME
OR SOMETHING!

Br

-LET SOMEBODY
' SICK WHO CAN
APPRECIATE IT!

-"Parenting
Airport

489-1414

Parenls Anonymous 759-1792,
759 4875 or 153-9261

SOCIAL
- CONCERNS,
COMMITTEE

'H( PHANTOM

IF I OIDNT HAVE TO UPHOLD
THE COMPANY IMAGE •
I COULD 1-LAVE NEAT STUFF
LIKE THAT TO01
-

Jim Fain
Motors

COMING TO MURRAY,
Dec. 3 4 5, one of America's
premiere humorist, story
teller, poet, composer of
voice and piano, Bible
Scholar and preacher-• Dr.
Roger N
Ca rstensen of
Athens, Georgia, at 1st
Christian Church. (iust off
the courtsquare).
DeVANTI'S RESTAURANT
needs a Star Wars costume.
All parts needed. Call 753.
1314

needed full time
Apply in person,
phone calls please.
Vernons
Western Store
Olympic Plaza

OUE IN THE
DEEP WOODS,DIANA.
I'VE ONLY A FEW
lAORE Nleit-rTE. TO
FIND ()AV''
AT TAcKERS.

rui

NEWLY
I'LL
°KAY.

#113
+.-;r .4;
4 1911 HIE .4
ftE.6. THEM
FIRSorif

Ralciepow,pARK

•

753-0632

Soles Clerk
and
Assistant Manager

0111111e

'

Clean up and lube person. Apply in person at

REDECORATED
SLEEPING
ROOMS
41ot horn' University. Call 7i3-1812 of
759-4909.

RECON
USED
CAR
DITIONING and detail man.
to work at progrressive Ford
dealership in III. Top salary
and benefits. For the right
man. Call collect, 217-5324
3921.
1. SITUATIONS WANTED .
RETIRED
VETERAN
NEEDS work. Prefer janitor
or inside work for the winter
Call 492 8110 anytime.
10. SUS.OPPORTUNITY
TEXAS OIL CO. needs
mature person in Murray
area. We train. Write T.M.
Dick, Box 789, et. Worth, TX
76101.
12. INSURANCE
-BENNETT 8 ASSOCIATES.
Group Insurance Specialists
serving West Kentucky and
Tennessee. Representing
GOLDEN RULE LIFE WS.
CO.Phone 7_53 7273.

FUL,L EitOODED Doberman
Pinscher, one year old, very
gentle, has papers, $125. Call
153-4919.
MINATURE
POODLE.
Female, 9 months old. Has
had all shots. Good with
children 759-4620.
TWO BEAGLE HOUNDS.
2/
1
2 years old. Call 753-5618.
WHAT NICER GIFT for your
child's Christmas than a
CFA registered Persian
kitten. Red, cameo and
silver. (Layaway one for
Christmas now). Call (901)
642.6742, 782-3732 or 782-5625.
41. REAL ESTATE

24. MISCELLANEOUS
COMING TO MURRAY
Dec. 3-4-5, one of Amer-ica's
premiere humorist, story
teller, poet, eomposer of
voice and piano, Bible
Scholar and preacher-- Dr.
Roger N. Carstensen of
Athens, Georgia, at 1st.
Christian Church. (just off
the courtsquare).

TRANKSGIVING
SPECIAL

*inlay Auction I
Realty Sale"-

14. WANT TO awl
,
USED ,KITCHAN.
CABINETS. Lipper 'and
lower. Call 4362289 after 5
Pm,
WANT TO BUY good used
mobte homes Call 502 527
1362
Ws we now oriiing.ksereece
5ea45 hornet, M1 I JR
.1srsat sesinsmps. fw. his'reN• tented "Now I.--wanes end Reel lose& 302
r2ifl 7513763

‘urtioneer Realtor
Appraiser
Ph 901 in:A-MS 479-3713
South Fulton Ten r

Ganimore's
Restaurant " in
Hazel, Ky. will be
serving Thanksgiving Dinner, turkey,
dressing and all the
trimmings. Also see-.
ring - Fresh Catfish,
Country Ham and
Bar-B-Que.
FREEZER BEEF. Choice
grain fed-aged beef. Front
quarter 5.79 cents a pound,
whole or side 5.89 cents a
pound. Hind quarter $99
cents a pound hanging
weight. „Food stamps, ac
cepted We also do custom
slaughtering
Paris Meat
Processing, 642 8201. One
mite north of Paris on old
Murray road.
WOOD FOR SALE. Hickory
and oak. Call 4744821.
26. TV-RADIO
AM FM, 8 TRACK
GE
stereo, speakers and record
player,$50. Call 753,6223.
DON'T BE MISLEAD. We
will meet the price of any
Zenith dealer of this area
Our service mitkes "it dif
ference Your Zenith dealer
for Murray and Calloway
County. Tucker T.V. Sales,
1914 .Coldwater
Road,
Murray, KY.
SISSON'S ZENNITH 1978
Close Out Sale_ Open Friday
nights .till I. One year tree
service • Oh 81r colot'
.Sision's has sold _ ono
products tort
v
s.,:So'fOrlfiEbdif in CalibC
and imr/tco call Sisson's
Zennith, 11 miles west of
Murray on 94 1 382-2174

fl
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Sale at $1
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Monday-E
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snood& sp

CUSTO

Locat
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THE LEDGER
& TIMES
AND A BARKING DOG
COMES OUT WITt-1
A PAPER CUP IN
HIS MOUTH

474-2301, Noble L. Hurt.
FOR SALE: 2 Billy goats, 1
suitable 'for table. Call 7532952.
HAY FOR SALE. Call 753-1287.
LARGE ROUND BALES of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247 2889
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
BOARDING
FOR
THE
Holidays'.
taking.
NOW
reservattons, reasonable
ratet and 24 hour supervision.
Hidden
Valley
kennels. 435-4.181.

KeHey's Termite
& Pest Esetrol

YOUR NEED is our concern
NE EDLI N E. 753-6333.
6. HELP WANTED
DEPENDABLE LADY to
live in and care for lady.
invalid. Time off, salary,
room and board. 759-1661.
MAID, PART TIME. Merit
bonus plan. Apply in person
Aggal8iø.$St
sega.haPIEMIte calls. `!/,_
MATURE WOMAN FOR
house cleaning one day a
week. Cell 753-5992.

I F„.YOU _ A
hom•buyer
something ur
inspect this
home...sunke
family roots
galley kitche
room, 3 bat
approximate
home well 1
about...Call L
REALTORS
1492.

'
I
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP. --*FOR SALE: 10 nice pigs. Cali

vo
it MURDER
Nif

For personal 'oleoresin... *TO* Jur
my
England P 0 So. 701
Calvert ,City Ky 42020 goring
nernft 095 odd..., phone num
aer
and
atcupottonai
bockgrouncl I *Ill confect you-to
arrange lpr on trttervnyur Of your
rony•rt••nce
Op•nongs
throughout Western Rpt4
Sourhern Minos

753-1411
753-1621
753-6952
753-9332

FINISH THI

&Ulla- your to

imagination
at this .,2
located on II
-IN**--teem
economical
saving heat
young coupli
753-141
Call
JOBS REAL

I

ALVAREZ GUITAR. $200. Call 759 4125
23. EXTERMINATING

759-1111
Coopieensne
Care
Poison Control
Senior Citizens
Needline
Learn io Read •

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
. For Rent
753-4758

Ulm sew Khasi sessile
pipne. 'Must ad. Cal 76.51127ateiley.

SPECIAL REPPESENTATJ41
FOGA CALIKIII MASON

43. REAL ES'

NEW OFF11

FOS SALE

If ToeHERE
COME '
THE
SMITH
TWINS

.. Tp.to, good condition, like
new tracks and rollers. 1962
model, $4800. New flat bed
--trailer, 7°- X 14', red Ad
black oak bed, 2 axles, $5011_
Call 354.6644 after 5 pm Paul
Andersen, Rt. 5, Benton, Ky
42025.
FORK LIFT FOR Case back
hoe. Midwest Boom Blrand,
Call 7534065.
1974 MODEL FERGUSON
tractor, 150, 400 hours. Also a
John Deere front end loader,
5' bushhog. Call 753-5618.,
-1972 MASSEY COMBtteE
with both headers, quick
attach. 210-5 white tractor,
1200 hour, 5-16 inchbrea
4 krio
ng
w
' plows. 4 'year old International 4 row drill.
Massey cultivator. Call 753.
.5444
22. MUSICAL

1972 12 X 60 trailer, unfurnished, 2 BR, S4500. Call
759-4939 after 4 pm.
1975 12 X 60.MOBLLE HOME
need to sale. Call 527 3694.
28. MOB,HOME RENTS
2 BR FURNISHED trailer on
‘,2 acre lot. Central heat and
cooling, $120 month plus
deposit, water furnished.
Call 753.3534.
FOR RENT, 2 bedroom
trailer, Shady Oak Trailer
Court, Call 489 2533.
MOBILE
HOMES
and
mobile home spaces for rent
at Riveria CourtS. Call 7533280
21. HEATING 8. COOLING
FRANKLIN STOVE, like
new $120. Call 753-7582.
X. BUS. RENTALS
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
after 5 pm.
11. WANT TO RENT
WANTED: Rental house,
unfurnished, 3 or 4 BR. Call
1-803-224.3339 after Nov. 15th.
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOM FOR RENT. 2 blocks
from university, living room,
kitchen, washer and dryer.
$60 plus utilities. Call 4362411.
36. RENTOR LEASE
S-TORAGE-Etic yete,
tillers,
mopeds. small',
motorcycle, $3.00 month.;
Large mowers, motorc_ycles.;
55.00 monM7Boaft,ca m peva
520.-up. 10 X 22 Sheds, 104
cents sq. ft..up. 7517400.

Wreak,Ky.

FOR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S
13th., phone 753-3128.

Pike .
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency

-

M3421111

News, Society and
Sports
753-1978.
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified,
Circulation and the
Business Office may,
be reached an 7531916 nd 7 -191

fire
-

ANTIQUE DINING table,
iight fixtures, clock, glass
and hod; wrought iron furniture, party glass, six
haviland plantes, tea pot,
silver serving pieces and
other fine things. Call any
morning except Saturdday
753 0106.
CHERRY POSTER BEDS.
Matching chest of drawers,
cherry desk and chair. Calf
753-7370
FOR SALE • Formica hipped
kitchen table with four
padded
chairs,
also
Fridgidare freezor and
washer and dryer all in good
condition. Call 753-8270.

Says On
Fuel Bills
With

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

Bushnell said that of the
persons interviewed over tho'
past year • by consular officials, "not one confirmed
allegations of mistreatment,"
However, some relatives of
those living at the South
American camp, as Well as
some former Cult 'members,
are charging that, the State
Department did not act
strenously enough on its own.

Wallis

489-2462

Adv•rtis•rs
dr•
requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
corr•ctIon
This
n•wspopor
will b.
responsible for only one
incorrect ins•rtIon. ANY
ERROR
SHOULD
BE
REPORTED
IMMEDIATELY. _SO-PIEAW
CHECK
YOUR
AD
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY_ IN CASE
OF AN ERROR.

DO YOU HAVE ANY
QUESTIONS WHERE THE
ANSWER IS'IF_N".7

501ZRI{, MA'AM

11111•11111111!El•

•
,

PEANUTS

THE ANSWER
15

121111sElopier 753-1227
FREE PARKING

Kim

, in fair
9924"
GRANDMOTHER CLOCK.
Singer sewing machine and
_ --cabinet, 44-eloww-aloser ,
refrigerator and 10-speed
bike. 753-7575 and ask for
Paul.
2 MOBILE HOME AXLES, 4
tires and wheels„5125. Call
7S3-0605.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
be.

Starks Nardware

All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be Submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
day
the
before
# publication.

WANT A NEW COLOR TV
but short on cash! Take up
payment on this beautiful 25"
eartsole, under warlanty.
Clayton's formerly J & 8
Music. Call 753-7575.
27. MOB,HOME SALES
1912. 2 BR. gaS. corrIPI-ole11
furnished, harvest gold
appliances, new carpet,
drapes, large bath, un
deepeowsingr -647410.-- Co*
4074 or 753 1877
TWO-28R Homes ready for
immediate
posession.
Completely remodeled. 5
miles N. of -Murray on hwy
641 Call 1-474 2337 or 474
2323.
/Olt-501968tr,a-mpTort MODITe
home, excellent c1Ton.
Call 436-26.47.

FOR
SALE!
Kenmore
washing machine. Call 7535618
FIREWOOD for sale Call
436-2758.

Is A spectan) Al

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

26. TV-RADIO

IS, ARTICLES FOR SALE

2. NOTICE

It's A
Fact
Fro. Gift
Wrapping

State Department Says
Cultik Little Off Beat
By GEORGE GF.DDA
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- To
many of their friends and
relatives, the People's Temple
cult in a remote area of
Guyana was a "concentration
camp" where members were
threatened with death if they
wanted to leave.
But to State Department
consular officers who interviewed 75 of its members
over the past year, the cult
was little more than a off-beat
hideaway for
religious
Americans where no one was
in any apparent danger.
Thus,the questions remain:
Were the late' Rep. Leo J.
Ryan and'those who went with
him to inspect the remote
camp aware of the dangers
that awaited them?
Could the State Department
have done something to
change the events that led to
the slaying of Ryan and four of
those in his party and the
apparent suicides of more
than 400sect members?
Friends and relatives say
Ryan was aware of danger,
but underestimated it. "He
said you can't afford to be
recalled
afraid,Joe
Holsinger, Ryan's top aide.
"He felt that the press was his
best protection." Three of the

10 THE CLASSIFIEDS!"

FROST!.
HELLO JACK
Toast your toes by the . •
fireplace in this 2 bedroom, 2
bath, Mobile home with a 24 x
24 foot bOht on den. Ideal
location in..-quite secluded
subdivision close to lake.
DONALD
TUCKER
R
REALTOR,753 4342.

HEA1,11
NOTE:
FOR SA1
BUSY HS
This new 1
view glass, r
x 8" sOlash
plenty of ro
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convenience
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It's our baby.
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Guy Spann
Realty
901 Sycamore 753-7774
Guy Spann 7534517
T C. Coll* 753.5122
IPA.' Wier 753-709
Prentice Dann 753-5725

150'-W' A
pound,Brak
Rings, Thre
Bulbs, Batt(
Delco Parts
Blocks, Star
Fuel Pumps
1977 Ford
2 x 12" Ploy
Deere 470
Caterpillar I
108
_
1965 In
trans. with!
Nice 2 B
ters, cortcri
approx. lot
Thin fine Rei
ttepolut day of
TERMS ra.
Rain or-Shine.
I.',

101 Of Iwo I..

W COLOR TV
cash! Take up
is beautiful 25"
war,ranty.
'manly J & 8
3-7575
IE SALES
as, rampletei
nerves/ gold
new carpet,
le
bath, un
4700. f-aff-PASS
,
mes ready for
posession.
remodeled. 5
lurray on hwy
'4 23,17 or 474
anti:MO-ft T11156178
en t
3 trailer, un
IR, $4500. Call
pm.
OBLLE HOME
ell 527-3694.
,E RENTS
HED trailer on
vitral heat and
month plus
er furnished.

FINISH THIS AND SAVE!
&ring your toolbox and your
imagination and take a look
at this ,2 bedroom home
located on 1 acre lot with tall
--Bwreet troteconomical with energy
saving heat
Perfect for
young couple. See it today.
Call
753-1492, LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS. .

tE NT
lental house,
or 4 BR. Call
fter Nov. 15th.
R RENT
ENT. 2 blocks
V, living room,
er and dryer.
ties. Call 436

.EASE
ye-te, mowers,>eds,
small
53 00 month.
, motorcycles,
)ats, campers,
22 Sheds, 10
753 7400

JOHN C.
NEUBAUER
1._.___.11EALTOR
IIII Su all or,
75341101-753-7531

_

We can help you buy sell
or trade a home anyplace
in the USA and Canada
604 Saudi 12t11 Street
Ph...1502) 753-7114
lilarrey, Ileassisky 41071

•

"Professional Seri,ices -With The Friendly Touch"

THE HILTON IT
AIN'T - But it Ls a
heckava good buy! 4
room frame with 2
bedrooms and 12 bath.
Extra wide 1.6 acre lot
on Hwy. 94 E. near
Grocery.
Brown's
REDUCED for Quick
Sale at $10,900. BoydMajors Real Estate,
N._12th.

BEEN WAITING FOR
A BARGAIN? B.V. 3
bedroom, built in 1973
large kitchen-den with
fireplace,
formal
dining area. Central
heat and air, 2 car
garage. Wooded lot in
Panorama Shores with
lake view. BoydMajors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

ini

rya SHARI $1.25

Pita MiAR CUT 51.5*

FON WPM II NM CAM MOO 7534113

e Space
Rent

4758

:K-SUPP.
D nice pigs. Call
e L. Hurt.
2 Billy goats, 1
able. Call 753.

THE
FOR
taking
NOW
reasonable
4 hour super
Valley
Men
481.

753-4451
LOG CABIN. Genuine log
cabin close to Ky. Lake.
Year-round living with lots of
space. Three bedrooms and
large fireplace in living
room, one acre lot. Priced to
Phone KOPPERUD
sell.
REALTY. 751-1222 We are
members of Multiple Listing
Service.

ECONOMICAL LIVING
CLOSE
TO
UNIVERSITY. 4 or 5
bedroom, 3 down & 1
or 2 up, 11
/
2 baths,
living room & kitchen.
Could be used for 2
apartments,
/
1
2
basement,
double
garage
unattached.
Immediate occupancy. Mid 20's. BoydMajors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.

POODLE.
months old. Has
its. Good with
4620.
,LE HOUNDS.
Call 753-5618.
lt GIFT for your
stmas than a
ered Persian
, cameo and
a-way one for
iw). Call (901)732 or 782-5625.
!ATE,

II1CtiOR
f Sales-

Oil MIT

Cr Realtor.
raiser
2960 479-1711
illon Tenn

FROSTL.
CK
toes by the . •
is 2 bedroom, 2
ome with a 24 x
on den. Ideal
wife secluded
:lose to lake.
R
TUCKER
3-4342.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

,

This new Wickes 42'x.50'x15.3 Aluminum Pled Building with two 17' Solid Slider
Track Door & one 3x6'8" Service Door with
view glass, natural aluminum roof with 4 skylites, green alum, siding with 4
slide 4x2 alum. windows,6" x 6" timbers with 2"
x 8" splash boards and flush eaves, 100 amp. electric service, 81-4'x8'
fluorescent Sidelights, gravel drive and parking lot with
plenty of room to 'enlarge and expand.
This building was erected-in November 1977 by Wickes, Inc. of
Jackson, Tenn.
This 12 x 23' Prefab Conbination Office &
Storage Bldg. with 5 Slider Aluminum Windows and Walk-in View Door,
Shingle Roof, Masonite Composition Siding, 2)(4 Stud & Rafters, 2x6 Floor Joist and
Particle Board Flooring, This Building is
portable and could be used tor many things.

2 BEDROOM DWELLING
The Beautiful 2 Bedroom Frame Home with
Bath, Fully Panneled, Carpeted Bedroom and
Vinyl Cushion Floor
Covering. Large Living room with fireplace, alum, storm
windows and doors, shingle roof, solib foundation, insulated,
aluminum siding, concrete steps & walks, electric
heat,.-4" plastic well with metal cover, large shady lawn,
7'x12' outside
storage bldg., 8'x12' block storage bldg. with corterete floor
and electric service, a beautiful country home with all city
conveniences.
This fine Real Estate on 21 '7 'A. with Long Hwy. Frontage
will sell at 1:30 p.m. with a 20 percent
Deposit and Balance and Possession wittrdelivery of Deed br within
30 days. A Pre- Auctlon inspection Is invited by
con
acting selling agents any time before sale date for appointments.
Make plans for you and your friends to attend this Blg
uction November 25.1)01

SHOP TOOLS
Jaguar High Pressure Steam Washer, 2 dr. Metal Cabinet, 8" & 9" Grinder Wheels, Porter
Lathe with 17" Swing
Knives & Attachments, 2-6- Hd. Bench Vises,- 2 20 T Hyd. Jacks, C-Clamps, Sledges, Acetylene
Hose, Levels, Squares, 2
xygen•Acetylene Bottles with Contracts, 50 T. Black Hawk Press, 4 Red Arrow 12 T. Jack
Cnt. 100 Space
Stands,
Heater, Welding Clamps, 2 Floor Creepers, -saiorninoer Hearer, Harris Oxygen-Acetyiene Rig withFord
tanks, Lincoln 225
Welder, Asst. Welding Rods, 4 Welders Helmets, Heirs-Warner 4 Ton & Milwaukee 5 ton Hyd. Floor
Jacki, Handy Man & 8
't'on Hyd. Jacks, Grease Guns, 2 Adj. Glue Clamps, Barrell Pumps, Extension Cords and Drop Lights,
l/2 Ton Transmission
Jack, Aluminum Van Roof Jack, NEW Air Product Model THF 250 EC Welder complete with Heliarc and Argon
Tank with
model 3111 Regulator Red Arrow 80 Ton Hyd. over Air Adj. Press, Red Arrow 10,000 lb. Hyd. Hoist with extension boom
and
casters. Log Chains.

POWER TOOLS
Rockwell-Delta Drill Press, John Wood Air--Compres.sor model 375 with 3 HP motor and 100 Gal.
Tank, 1/2 HP Air Com•
pressor with 30 Gal. Tank, 16" Skill Chain Saw, 60 Amp Battery Charger,
Solar HD 6-8-12 Volt Btty. Charger, NEW Sioux
Valve Machine with Hard Seat Grinder complete with metal cabinet 16 pilots
& stones, C-Clamp Valve Lifter, 3 Elec.
Motors, 24" & 28" Shop Fans, Air & Elec. Impact Wrenches, Buffers & Grinders,
Bench Grinders, Sockets, Speciality
Wrenches, Combination Puller Sets with metal cabinet, Hammers, Mallets, Ease
Outs, Allen Wrenches, Pop Rivit Gun,
Metric Tap S. Die Sets with case, Stud Extractor Sets, Wrecking Bars, Ring
Compressors, Nice Grip Clamps,& Pliers, Come
Along, Screw Driver Sets, std. 8. sae Tap & Die Sets, 20 pc. Punch & Chisel Sets,
Open & Boxed End Wrenches, Torque
Wrenches, Crescent Wrenches, 2 & 3 Prong Wheel Pullers, Large Socket & Drives, 2 Metal
Tool Boxes, Craftsman Pipe Dies,
Tubing Cutters, Breaker Bars, Shop Hammers.

NEW PARTS & SUPPLIES

a.

•
wk•

Copper-Coat Gasket Corn
150',Ve" Air Hose, Windshield Washer Fluid, Asst Belts & Hoses, Case Peak Antifreeze
bound Brake Fluids, 6 metal bolt bins with asst. screws roll pins cotter pins 0 rings Air Fittings Hose Clamps Snap
Rings, Threaded Rods & Rack Clutches, Speedometer Cable Repair Kits.'Cases Oil & Fuel Filters, Wheel Bearings, Light
Bulbs, Battery Terminals, Truck Springs, St" Heat Tube Insulation, Asst. Gaskets,6 NEW Truck Wheel Spacers, NEW GM
Delco Parts Catalog Rack with manuals, Asst. 12 & 24 Volt Betftbrtes & Racks, 100" Speedometer Cable, Asst. Bendix Brake
Blocks, Starting Fluids, Diesel Engine Heaters, Wheel-Seals, Mud Flaps, Flex. Exhaust Pipe, Hub Caps, 2 NEW FIll Rite
Fuel Pumps with meters, 3 NEW Bendix Air Compressors, Manifoeld & Muffler Clamps

- FARM EINMPIKIIT

pann

1977 Ford 1600 Model A10127 Tractor with 52 hrs. wheel & front
end weights safety lights, 3 point Post Hole Digger,
2 x 12" Plow, 5' Rotary Mower,6' Ford Rear Mt. Blade, Ford 6'
Case
PU Disc, New Holland 451 Sickle Mower (used 20
min.), John
Deere 57I1 Riding mower, 3 HP Garden Tractor with plow &
cultivatcrr, 4 rolls 42" American Wire, 3 pt Lift Pole, D 7
Caterpillar Dozetihith cable lift T15638
.
101 _
•
TOOCIES MIS
1965 Intern/Mani":
Truck with V 8 mtr., 1970 Ford 6 cyr. F 100 V? Ton PU with auto trans., 1973 Mosda 2 dr.
4 Sp
trans. with rotary engine and air cond.

Too

w 753 7724

753 2587
753 5132
tr 753 2409
we 153 5725

1/4 ACRE LOT near Kentucky
_Call Chuck Thurman,
J-a.ls_
759.16
"T7 - Chilton & Hance
Realty.
LOTS FOR SALE Complete
with septic system Water,
electric and driveway for
mobile home or house. Near
Kentucky Lake, 5.42 50 per
month with $1,000 down. Call
502.474-2718.
LOTS FOR SALE 6 miles
west of Murray. Call 4892110.

Located On Hwy. 51 approx. 9 miles North of Fulton 4 miles South of Motel,14. Watch for
Auctigklign•
MR.& MRS.KETCHINS HAVE BEEN IN THE GAFtAGE BUSINESS FOR MANY YEARS& DUE TO AGE &
HEALTH CONDITIONS THEY HAVE DECIDED TO RETIRE AND RELOCATE.
NOTE: HERE ARE SOME OF THE NEWEST AND FINEST TOOLS de EQUIPMENT EVER OFFERED
FOR SALE AT PUBLIC AUCTION. THIS VALUABLE INVESTMENT PROPERTY-IS LOCATED ON THE 'BUSY HWY.51 WITH ALL THE POTENTIALS OF GROWTH IN BUSINESS AND PERSONALITIES.
ern
-"•'

MISCELLANEOUS

••••••••••••

1111111111111.11.1111.111,1
LIKE BEING OUT? Enjoy
!he tranquil beauty of these
wooded lots located in
Estates.. Build
Candlelite
the home of your dreams...Call and let us show one of
the beautiful lots.- Call 753
JOBS
LORETTA
1492,
REALTORS.

Real'Estate & Equipment
2 Auctions (1 Location)

2, 50' Rornex Wire, Gas Cans, 2 Magnesium Step Ladders, Garden Hose, Porch
Swing 2 100 Propane Tanks, Paint
Brushes, Shop Brooms, Tarp Straps,Angies & Flat irons, Floor Plate Sheets,
x 3" Angles approx 1000 lbs., 1'3" & 3.m"
Black Pipe.

r booby.
.

Wayne Wilson 753-S086 Tom Herndon 753-0974--• Shirley Wifferd 753-8843
Ales McLeod 7531575
12111 Street
753-3263

A business for the
whole family to
become involved in is
the Murray Motel on
North 4th Street. All
furniture, linens and
equipment to operate
_business is included.
Building has lots of
potential for efficiency
apartmeçts or office
building Make your
appointiterst today.

Saturday, November 25, 10:00 A.M.- Ketchins Supply

DED Doberman
f year old, very
spars, $125. Call

property, 402 S. 8th
St. This large 2 apartment
house has 1300 income per
month end tlie apstairs could
be made into another sped.
relent with very little expeitalt.
BUT THAT IS NOT ALL,
another apartment is set
apart from this, keehel la
beck, mots for 1110 pie memAl on epprowareffely I
acre let. Total rental$W per
nianti;' plus s riossilMly af
$600 per month. CM 153•
3263Tor details
income

REAL ESTATE.. ..
Nice 2 Bedroom Frame Home on 100'x1 50' Lot with shingle roof, composition salting, electric heat, well insulated, shuf.
ters, coperete steps, shady lot. Located on Hwy. 51 'approx. 5 miles North of Fulton. This property has an existing lease of
. approx. 10 mo. & buyers will receive existing lease monies for balance of lease
This fine Real Fstate belongs to Mr. and.Mrs Ketchina and still sell at Public Auction on November 25. 1974 at Ketrhins Supply at 3.00p ni with a 2011.
Deposit day of sale and balance with delivery of Deed or within 30days A Pre-Auction Inspection is Invited by contacting selling agents for appointments.
TERMS Cash or Good Personalbed Checks with Letter from Rank and Preperl.D. an Feuipment and Supplies and 209' Deposit on Real F.state. Sale
Rain or-Shine.
Futiber informagmotontact
•
.
V1RO11.41411,01.A KFTFICINS,OWNERS

_

AIKEY MICTf011-1111EIL ESTATE CO.

17 ACRES of beauthully
wooded land near Kentucky
Lake Less then $900 per
acre, DONALD R TUCKER
REALTOR 753 4342.
26 ACRES More or less.
Prime farm land with
tobacco base 1 82 hundreds
kiire and 600 Jbs., DAJLIeY
base. Tobacco barn, stock
barn all in good condition,
and ponds. Entire farm is
tendable. Has great potential
for subdivision Call 489,2504
or 437-4683 for further information.
FARMLAND-110 Acres, 100
tillable, 9 miles west of
Murray. Call 4892110.
44, HOMES FOR SALE
CONSTRUCTION. 3,- 3 BR
houses. You but and finish or
will finish to suit buyer. Call
489-2110.
FOR SALE BY OWNER. 3
BR, 2 bath, large family
room, split, level entry.
Carpet throughout, well
Andersen
witr
insulated
windows, brick and wood.
Approximately 16 acres, 11
miles north of Murray. Nice
quiet area. Widow leaving
state. Call 753.2810.
FOR SALE BY OWNER: 6.9
acres. 2 BR frame house,
1680 sq. ft. in house with UM
porch and 4 os.1 buildings.
Located, 3 rri Ies SW of
Murray on Old Murray-Paris
Rd. Call 7531964 days or 7533245 nights.
FOR SALE: New 3 BR brick.
Central heat and air, carpeted, 5 miles west of
Murray. Can move now. Call
489,2110. _
HOUSE' FOR SALE. 5 BR,
brick veneer house, 2200 sq.
ft. excellent location, 704
Olive, near health center,
middle
library,
public
school, 542,750 Basement,
11
/
2 baths, central gas heat,
dishwasher, garbage
disposal, air conditioned,
breakfast nook, fireplace in
living room, large family
room. 52 gallor glass lined
electric hot wa,er heater,
front patio, 101
150
Would consider a 3 way
trade, have a buyer for a 3
BR house Shes.On by apr
pointment only. John Pa6CO,
753-5791 or 753 2649.

60 x

NICE 2 BEDROOM house
Large living rocrn. Kitchen,
bath, garage with storage
753-2770.
REDUCED
ANOTHER
$1000. 2 bedroom, white
frame house in good location.
All appliances and draperies
go With house Call 753-9924
after 3:30pm.
47. MOTORCYCLES
1972 SL-350 HONDA. Has new
battery, good
fires and
mechanical condition. Call
442-8102.
CARS
49.
1972 CADILLAC SEDAN
DEV ILL.F.-.-Loaded with
equipment, steel belted
radial tires* a reaLggQsmi car.
Its9407 Cash 1151a621771972- C-W11k-OL ET' PICK U P.
Extrw--good
mechanically. Priced-TCP-aelL
Call 753 1586 day, 753 3590
after 5 o'clock

BYARS BROTHERS & SonGeneral home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1395-4967 or 1-362-4895.
B & J HYDRAULICS. Service calls or in-shop repairs
of hydraulic parts, jack
r,ebuilding, prices starting at
$17.50. Hwy. 1346 off 94 East.
Call 436-2788.
CARPET CI,IANING,
reasonSble (Vbs. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489.2774.
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair.
References furnished. Call
the Chimney experts. Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 759487LCAN'T GET those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry,
painting,
plumbing,
aluminum
siding, patios,
small concrete jobs, call 4362562 after 5 pm. ,
CHILD
KEPT
IN
MY
HOME. 2 'to 4 years old, full
time. Call 753.8262. .
-Da _ YOU._ _neg.0_ storn_Pl_
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
beiow the /round, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 4354343.
DRIVEWAYS & PARKING
areas white rocked and
graded. Free estimates, Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
after 4 pm. , -

Looks & drives brand mew,
low miles, limed with intros, comfort supreme, still
I. warrasfy. Will soli or
trade is. MN

PARKER
Your Volume Dealer
753-5273

53. SERVICESOFFEREO

CAR
1967 FORD PICK-UP-. 8 EXPERIENCED
cylinder. Straight shift with PENTER wilt de Carpentry
or roofing. Free estimantes.
camper top. In good conCall 759 1405 or 437-4351.
dition, 5750_ 436,554.4,
194.S. ALTEROIAIIONAL.1. tiani.:-,._,EgtiCg__ SALES at,Sear.5
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
truck, flat dump. Call 436your
free estimates for
2744.
needs
51. CAMPERS
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
1979 MODELS ARRIVING, Sears continuous gutters
come out and take a look. installed
Your
per
White's Camper Sales, your specifications. Call Sears
local
Starcraft
dealer. 753-2310 for free estimates
Complete liO-of parts and
GLASS WORK. Auto glass,
accessories. Non-toxic anstorm windows and doors
tifreeze 13.99 per gal.Located
repaired. Complete line of
4 miles from Murray on 94
glass and aluminum store
East, Call 753,0605.
front work. Also small home
NEED
CAMPER
WIN- inprovement jobs. M & G
TERIZED? Calf Whites Complete Glass, 816 ColdCamper Sales, east 94 hwy. water Rd. 753-0180.
Murray, KY 753-0605.
INSULATION! BLOWN IN,
TOPPER FOR pickup truck. fiberglass. Call 759-1820 after
Fits long bed, S115 Call 753- 5 pm. Call 1-247-898,6 collect.
1873.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
12' ALUMINUM BOAT. 7 hp
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
Mercury motor. Call 753544.LICENSED 'ELECTRICIAN
15 FT. FIBERGLASS VIP
boat, 70 hp Johnson motort and gas installation, will do
one year old, used 10 hourss. plumbing, heating and sewer
Loaded with extras. Cost cleaning. Call 753 7203
$4800 new, will take $3500.
Call 753-1290.
16 FT JON BOAT, 40 hp
with
Johnson
removable
duck blind, $800 or best offer.
Calf 767-2355.

'78 COUGAR XR/

Murray, Kentucky -

Ned ready. Up to 12 x 21. Aho born style, offices, cottages,
bow eimes, owe patios, or U•trUILD, pre-cut completely reedy
assaadikety ths 21 e60. isty the best for less.

•

•111111111
.
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SPECIAL

Southside Court Squore

ALE, Cell 753.

ND BALES of
aded on your
2889

1974 MONTE CARLO, triple
black, AM steno-tape. Good
tires & in good condition. 7539793 or 753-5094.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

Professional,Sen eS
With The Friendly TOCia-

209 Walnut Street

1973 HONDA, automatic,
$1200 or best offer. Call 7536531 or 759-1155.

BARGAIN
HUNTER'S
DELIGHT. Would you like to 43. REAL ESTATE
live near the lake or have a
nice house just to get away 50 ACRES FOR SALE, on
from it all? 'Take a look at Johnny Robertson road. This
this practically new two is
prime
development
bedroom home in Baywood property, lust listed. Phone
Vista. It has a nice kitchen, KOPPERUD REALTY, 753
living room, one bath and a 1222, for all your real estate
full walkout basement with needs.
entral heat and air Priced
to sell fast at only $21,500.
Don't delay phone us today.
KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222.

". BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

NOR NBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
NEW OFFICE SOURS

house

1973 CHEVY IMPALCA.. 4
door sedan, power
automatic, 350 engine.
Locally bought & owned.
51,000
actual
miles. _
Exceptiortatty gooct,--trrxr.
Cali 753-5970,759 4788 Can
be seen at Advanced Tire &
Auto Center, N 4th &
Chestnut.

3 BEDROOM, 1 1.7 BATH,
near town. Nice deep lot in
ARE AVXUrYarea of _nice lanaues.but=Ed_
home buyer
looking foe B 3 for the future. Ideal for
something unique, you must rental income. Priced at
inspect this comtemporary $30,500.
NELSON
THE
home. .sunken fireplace in SHROAT CO. REALTORS,
family room, fireplace in 7591707.
galley kitchen, formal dining
room, 3 baths. All this on
approximately 8.8 acres. A
home well worth inquiring
about...Call LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS today at 753
1492.

2 bedroom
, Oak Trailer
2533.
rOMES
and
ipaces for rent
urtS. Call 753I COOLING
STOVE, like
l53 7582.
PALS
ENTER next
ste University
ilding for rent.
I gas heat and
g Call 753-3018
_

50. USED. TRUCKS

49. USE0 CARS

1974 AMC HORNET-, - 4door,small V-8, automatic,
double power and air. Extra
gOod condition, $1250. Also
1974 Pinto Squire wagon, 230
-15-Ct engine, automatic with
AM FM arid tape, $850.
Phone 1-354-6217
1974 MUSTANG II. Like new
condition, $1300, 1803 College
Farm Road,
1976 SILVER - CORDOBA,
burgandy top, loaded, sharp,
good condition. Call 436.5878.
VERY RARE 1956 Chevrolet
Sedan Delivery, rough but
original. Call 753-7365.
BEATLE good
1974 V W
condition. fall after 4 pm__
492-8325. -----'
50. USEb TRUCKS
1971 CHEVROLET pickup,
307 engine, straight shift,
good condition, $1250. Call
474.2355.
1977 CHEVY 4X4, short bed,
conditioned, power
air
steering
brakes,
and
automatic transmission, tilt
wheel, sliding rear window,
gauges, 400-4 engine, 15,000
bought
in
miles,
new
Mayfield. Excellent con- FOR
ALL YOUR Small
dition, $6000, Call 753-7593 concrete, carpentry, painbefore 3 pm.
ting and'plurnbing jobs, call
1974, MODEL
TANDEWa 753-0646 after • 5 pm. Ffee
estimates.
dump truck. Call 753-5618.

YOUR
FOR
DRIVEWAY WHITE
Rip-Rap,
ROCK
Lime, Sand,
Decorative rock, or
Septic Rock Needs.
Call or see Roger
Hudson, 753-4545
or 753-6763.

Lf-CE-NS:Eri ELECT-R-tetAtt:- prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White, 753-0605.
CARPET
LEE'S
c1eanIng,
steam'
-dry
Reasonable
references.
rates, free estimates. Call
7535827.
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landoll, 753-8170.
NEED FIRE WOOD? Call
George Landolt at 753-8170.
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753 3682 or 751
7149 after 6 pm.
excellen-t
ROOFING,
references.
753-1486
Call
and
3.30 pm,
between 7 am
ask for Shelley.
OR
ROOFING, , FLAT
SHINGLES. Waterproofing
and mobile homes. 15 years
experience. 435-4173.
SAVE ENERGY. Blown-in
S - insu4a4iew
material approved. Free
estimates, Cadiz Dry Wall
Contractors Inc., Cadiz, Ky.
Call (502)-924-5541.
SMALL DOZER-Spreading,
leveling, back filling. Call
753.7370
and
TRIMING
TREE
removal. Free estimates
Call 436-2294 after 5 pm.
WELDING SERVICE. New
business just starting, on
hwy 893, 2 miles northwest of
Lynn Grove. Working after 4
pm and on Saturdays. Small
repairs and custom jobs,
reasonable rates. Call Hugh.
Deering at 435.4414 after 4
54. FREE COLUMN
FREE: PART BEAGLE,
and Rat Terrier pups. Phone
753-5510.

Su-nset Boulevardhit

Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
eramic baths, huge utility room, 2
ireplasga,fully carpeted, kitchen with
aiiilt=ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
• 110,000.

Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro,Ky.42301

Audra Moody • 8.11. Hoot
-Broker-Sales -Sales Associate
Associate
ciate

n Moody
Reube-Sales Associate

We would like to express our appreciation and thanks to bur clients and
friends who have made this another suc-

pYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
"Professional Services With The Friendly Touch"

ERVING THE ENTIRE PURCHASE AREA
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Homestead Exemption Is Up
For Older Taxpayers; By $1,300

A Review By Chuck Simons

Let's Hear It For 'The Music Man'
Let's hear it for The Music ma bye not thousands danced,
Man"! Congratulations to the pattered, sang, ran and
Murray-Calloway County romped happily through two
Community Theatre for an hours of great home town
outstanding production of this entertainment. Real home
popular Broadway show by town! When Steve West's little
red-headed kid, Mark, belted
Meredith Wilson.
Pete Lancaster, who did a out a clever tune called "Gary
super job as a super salesman, Indiana," someone said
led the way in the role of the -Why, I know that star -fast-talking, hustling music helped to raise his peppy!"
man. His leading lady, Rem Then when a pretty lady of
Leys, was outstanding in her Norweigian background
portrayal of Marian the appeared playing mama with
librarian, the hard-to-get an Irish brogue, it turned out
young "old maid."
to be Margaret Porter.
Outstanding performances
The cast of thousands well,

of merit were given by David
Price, the Music Man's chief
cohort, and Jaw -Ceerin, the
local mayor. Other willfully
done character roles helped to
depict life in a small town of
that era.
The kids had a ball playing
their parts — varmint kids in a
river town. They frolicked the
evening through and were at
the right spot doing the right
thing at the right time — just
like the "pro's".
The stage band directed by
Buddy Light was made up of
many fine Murray High

students with Frank Schwab
and John Goode assisting.
Rest assured a Broadway
show is a tough assignment
and the home town band did a
And Ob.
The Barber Shop Quartet
-fiad special appeal for the
audience. They sang well, got
.goodisugha and provided-one
of the best musical events of
the evening in their duet with
Ken Leys. Her blend with the
quartet backed by a good
sensitive band really made
that spot mellow.
The audience nearly flipped

at that old "love stuff" at the
bridge. That's the difference
between canned and live
action! Anyhow, the crowd
obviously enjoyed the boyeta-girl scene.
The actors and production
staff of -The Music Man"
deserve special thanks for
bringing to Murray one Of
America's finest stage shows.
It was great fun and well done.
• .Pickslittle, talkalittle,
whataya-talk, whataya-talk"
-- wasn't it a good show?

Commissioner of Revenue
Maurice P. Carpenter announced today that the
Kentucky Department of
Revenue has notified all
county property valuation
administrators of a $1,900
increase in the homestead
exemption for 1979 and 1900.
Ilhis increase raises to
$10,200 the exemption from
property tax' of qualifying
residential property owned
and occupied by persons 65 or
over.
The new exemption means a

total tax saving of $327 for
residents in Newport, about
$165 in Louisville and
Lexington down to $46 for
rural residents in Pulaski
County. This spread is caused
by the differing property tax
rates across Kentucky.
Carpenter explained that
the Department of Revenuecomputed the increase based
on the rise in the U.S.
Department of Labor consumer price index. The
recomputation is required to
be made by the Department of
Revenue every two years

ogler Kentucky law.
The amount of individual
Waspillse allowed in 1977 and
19711---Inli ANL The new
allOWNIMMI 111.11111Mints an inof
crease —IL dollars
aseesstnentilt $3,700 over the
basic $6,500 provided in the
Constitution.
Carpenter reminded those
who become eligible for the
exemption in 1979 that they
must file an application with
the property valuation administrator of their county by
March 1.

Bel-Air Shopping Center's
chricimnc Shopping Guide
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Kids Be At Bel-Air Center
Saturday Nov. 25
At 10:00
--A-nd See Santa
Jump From „Jbk Helkopter
Register-For
Valuable Gift Certificates
In Each Store
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10% Off

Try Our 25 Item

Salad

KINWS DEN

_
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-

Only
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'lours
04 Tit Christmas .
Bel-Air Coates 753-0550 ,
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Fashion Center- For Children
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
Open
10-8 Till Christmas
Open Sundays 1-5

The M
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:1 1'
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Visit
Big K's
Santa
Claus
Post Office

oeadder
Open 9:00-9:00
Till Christmas

sior
dor &A;
(),..
4no.

Use Our Lay-Awa

.14111.1116.

A Mur
vestigati(
early Tim
of Derby
Police
service
Luckett,
taking $2
Police
about 20
pounds,
sock cap,
small ea'
Derby
Street In

1/2 Price
.Sportswear Sale
Open Nites To 9:00 - Sun. 1-5

111.111101.amonsemnowspiaimftio.

Distinctive _Smart
Gifts For
EVERYONE On Your
Christmas List

Storey's
Food Giant
Play Match & Win

handler

Win Up To $1,000

A

lama)rAll
Floor &
\fr
i Table
20% OFF LA
Ia

Bel-Air Center

(Free Gift Wrap
Free Delivery In Murray)
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-5679

BINGO

Nappy.Holidays

Your Christmas
Shopping Headquarters

Pier 1 imports.

From The Employees of

Our Christmas
Gift To You!

The

Murray Insurance
Agency
Af••••••••••.1.061•••••••••••••••••••
•
•••11101.1

Bil-Air Decor •
ws.m.pt
114.1an'
PAL'
Vim& Mauler
Mon -Fri
5,1-3642

OM6O ANNBAERSARY
DIAMOND JUBILEE

1Aifta4

Clip our money saving coupon from
the Dec. issue of Good
Noosekeeping. Just our way of
saying Merry Christmas.
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Porcelain Items Wicker

Atchle
Classi
Comic
Crossl
Dear;
Death
Dr. La
Horos
I Acal
Opinic
Sports

Pictures

Gift Items Of All Kinds
GREAT PRICES
Be Sure To
Register For
$50.00 Worth
k Of Material To
I. Given Away ""'""""rALE"
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